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Introduction
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The Access code printed at the back of the book gives
pupils and parents unique and safe access to Ice Island
Online via the internet.

PL

Our Discovery Island

E

On Ice Island, the main characters Finn, Dylan,
Jenny and Dr Al live in a lush winter wonderland.
The adventure begins when a valuable treasure map,
showing the location of a Golden Penguin statue, is
stolen from Captain Formosa’s submarine. Our heroes
follow the thieves, Rufus and Ivan and recover the statue
much to the delight of two cheeky penguins, Penn and
Gywn, who help but get into mischief along the way.

reading and writing activities, ensuring that pupils
develop their skills and are able to practise new
language in a broad range of contexts. Additionally the
Pupil’s Book contains songs, stories, games, listening
and reading texts and communicative activities to
ensure lessons are varied, motivating and effective. It is
organised as follows:
• An opening story spread introducing pupils to the
group of characters and the island
• Eight units divided into eight distinct lessons
• Four Review spreads (two of which are board games)
at the end of alternate units
• Four Wider World spreads focusing on a real-life
topic from an international perspective, at the end of
alternate units
• Two festival lessons at the back of the book for use at
Thanksgiving and Christmas
• A Grammar reference section at the back of the book.

U

Our Discovery Island is a six-level course for children
learning English as a foreign language in Primary
schools. It offers best practice methodology in the
classroom whilst also offering teachers and pupils an
innovative digital environment. Our Discovery Island
can be used as a blended learning course and takes
into account the current movement towards using an
increased amount of technology in the classroom and
also at home as more and more families have home
computers and want safe, effective, educational material
for their children. Our Discovery Island motivates
children by introducing them to a group of characters in
an Online Island that echoes the Island in their English
book. Pupils follow the characters on a quest through
their book whilst listening to stories, singing songs,
communicating and playing games along the way. Most
importantly, pupils will enjoy themselves and make their
own discoveries in English. Our Discovery Island - where
learning is an adventure!

Welcome to Our Discovery Island, a six-level primary
English series that engages children in 21st century
learning. Inspire every one of your pupils to learn English!

Components for the pupil
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The Pupil’s Book provides materials to effectively
present and practise the target language. It introduces
new language in lively and engaging contexts. A wide
variety of practice tasks lead from controlled language
activities through to production and personalisation
www.ourdiscoveryisland.com
activities. Extensive further practice
is provided in the
Activity Book. Each unit includes listening, speaking,

PUPIL’S BOOK • LEVEL 4

Our Discovery Island…
• Reaches: Online adventures on themed islands develop the
cognitive, emotional, and social skills of the whole learner.
• Teaches: Links to daily life through cross-curricular
connections and authentic texts immerse pupils in English.
• Gets Results: Guided communication, collaboration, fun
characters and engaging stories motivate and make
learning English more exciting than ever before!
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ACTIVITY BOOK

• Two festival lessons at the back of the book for use at

IT

•

Thanksgiving and Christmas
A comprehensive word list at the back of the book to
aid pupils in remembering the target language

Full details of when to use the Activity Book are given in
the teaching notes.

U

The Activity Book provides reinforcement and
consolidation of the language presented in the Pupil’s
Book. It contains controlled and freer practice plus
personalisation and further listening and reading texts.
It is organised as follows:
• A Welcome unit introducing pupils to the group of
characters and the island
• Eight units divided into eight lessons for use after the
corresponding Pupil’s Book page

N
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ONLINE ISLAND
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Our Discovery Island includes a unique Online Island
component. This provides a safe, engaging, highlymotivating environment where the pupils meet the
characters from the Pupil’s Book plus a host of other
exciting characters and follow them on an adventure.
Pupils encounter and practise target language from the
course in a stimulating environment. They will engage
in safe ‘closed-chat’ dialogues with the characters they
meet and follow instructions and guidance to help them
solve clues and puzzles and engage in supplementary
language games along the way. It’s a great way to
make learning happen in an interactive environment and
further consolidates and extends the language-learning
process. Most of all, pupils will enjoy the experience of
learning through play and will absorb English without
realising it!

CD-ROM

The CD-ROM contains an ‘offline’ version of the Online
Island adventure, games and puzzles for those pupils
who don’t have access to an internet connection. The
CD-ROM also includes the songs from the Pupil’s Book.

3
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Components for the teacher
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The Teacher’s Book provides step-by-step lesson plans
covering all the course material. Each lesson is clearly
structured into stages:
• Starting the lesson
• Presentation
• Practice
• Ending the lesson.

N

TEACHER’S BOOK

For maximum flexibility and variety throughout the
teaching year the following photocopiable materials can
be found at the back of the book:
• Unit and end-of-year evaluations
• Consolidation and extension worksheets.

ONLINE ISLAND

SA

M

PL

There are also further optional activities suggested
for fast finishers. The lesson notes are designed to be
flexible supporting all teachers, including those who
may lack time for planning or have limited access to
resources. The introduction includes recommended
procedures for using games, classroom language and
stories effectively and how the DVD, the Online Islands,
and the posters can be best exploited in class.

The Access code printed at the back of the book gives
the teacher special access to Ice Island Online via the
internet.

Teachers have special access to the Online Island using
the Access code provided in the Teacher’s Book. This
takes them into Ice Island Online with the pupils and
gives access to an easy-to-use Progress Review System
(PRS) where the teacher can monitor the progress of
their pupils. There are step-by-step help guides detailing
all aspects of game play, plus login and classroom
management through the PRS. These are available both
on screen and as a download to print. Teachers will also
find report cards showing each pupil’s progress that
they can print out for the class and parents. Teachers
will find further information on pages 10–14.

4
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AUDIO CDs

ACTIVE TEACH

Our Discovery Island Active Teach provides software
for use on any Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) with
integrated tools and a ‘How to …’ DVD demonstration
of use. It can also be used with just a computer and
projector. It eases classroom management as it contains
direct links to all of the Pupil’s and Activity Book pages,
digitally transformed to create more opportunities for
interaction between the pupil, teacher and the material.
It includes ‘hide’ and ‘reveal’ answers, links to further
practice activities and games that recycle the language
of the unit and previous units and links to audio and
DVD content without the need of a separate CD or DVD
player. It has stimulating and engaging digital board
games with electronic spinners, posters plus a special
‘make a poster’ feature where teachers can compose
and print their own posters from a bank of images,
plus an internet link that takes teachers directly to the
Online Islands.

N

IT

The CDs contain all the songs, stories and listening
comprehension activities. There are also karaoke
versions of the songs provided at the end of the third CD.
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Each level of Our Discovery Island has a DVD with
four episodes. Each episode can be used to reinforce
and extend the language of the course, focusing on
the topics and language of two units. There are songs
presented by three young presenters, Sally, Jack and
Albert. And there are animated stories, showing further
adventures of the Ice Island characters. Teachers will
find further information on pages 16–19.

U

DVD

5
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POSTERS
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There are three posters to accompany each level of
Our Discovery Island. Teachers will find information on
where best to use them in the main lesson notes both to
extend the content of the course and to provide a new
context for communication. Teachers will find further
information on pages 20–21.
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Methodology and
organisation

ORGANISATION

Practice is provided in the form of controlled and more
open activities using the presented language.

Presentation and practice of new vocabulary with audio
support. Pupils listen and read a mini story dialogue
with the new vocabulary in context. Then they focus on
the new vocabulary – reading, listening and working
on the pronunciation by saying before moving to a
communicative activity, which is sometimes a game, to
further practise the new vocabulary.
The mascots Penn and Gwyn, appear in this lesson or
lessons 2 or 3 depending on the content of the unit. Penn
and Gwyn have got a picture of an item from Ice Island
Online. Pupils have to find the item online, click on it and
Online
complete the supplementary language activity based on
the vocabulary of the unit.

PL

E

Production activities encourage pupils to use
the language either to speak or write something.
These activities encourage pupils to become more
autonomous and to manipulate the language in order to
communicate.

Lesson 1

IT

Presentation is the first stage. The teacher
demonstrates the key language (often in illustrated
form or using gesture) while providing a model (on
audio CD or Active Teach) for pupils to hear the correct
pronunciation.

The eight main teaching units consist of eight lessons as
follows:

N

Our Discovery Island Level 4 takes a ‘5P’ approach
to communication in order to provide support and
encourage production from an early stage. The PPP
(Presentation, Practice, Production) is a tried and
tested approach which is favoured by many teachers
in the Primary classroom. The lesson sequence is clear
and easy to follow and works in a structured way.
The Our Discovery Island ‘5Ps’ approach adds also
Personalisation and Pronunciation.

U

METHODOLOGY

At Level 4, there is an introductory story spread
followed by eight main teaching units, divided into
eight lessons. The two Festival lessons can be used at
Thanksgiving and Christmas and there is a Grammar
reference section at the back of the Pupil’s Book.
The Activity Book has an additional Welcome unit and
provides opportunities for self-evaluation. There is a
comprehensive word list at the back for reference and
revision.

M

Personalisation activities are also included in the
lesson structure to engage the pupils further with the
unit language and to help them with language recall.

SA

Pronunciation of difficult sounds in English is a key
literacy area which is addressed in the Sounds fun!
feature in Lesson 4. Our Discovery Island also suggests
that teachers encourage the creation of a Sounds fun!
notebook (see p 8) in which pupils can make a record of
the sounds learnt and identify words containing those
sounds to aid memory.

Lesson 2
A new or recycled structure is presented with a
listening activity in context, along with further practise
of the new language from Lesson 1. A Look! Box
highlights the target language of the lesson and there
are comprehension activities for further practise. A
speaking activity follows based on the target language
of the lesson.
A home-school link to encourage parental involvement
appears in this lesson or lessons 3 or 4 depending on
the content of the lesson with full details of use in the
teaching notes.

Lesson 3
Song. Vocabulary and language structure is extended
and practised with further practice of vocabulary from
previous lessons. Karaoke versions of the songs are
present at the end of Class CD 3. A Look! Box highlights
the target language of the lesson and there is a speaking
activity based on the language presented in the song.

7
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Lesson 4

LITERACY

In Level 4, reading is introduced in the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book in the form of short paragraphs. In the
Activity Book pupils practise writing short sentences
and paragraphs to practise the new language.

Sounds fun! This pronunciation feature with audio
support presents English sounds with comic characters
and tongue twisters.

The Sounds fun! notebook is something pupils prepare
in class to be used at the end of Lesson 4 of each unit.
Pupils record the sounds learnt in each unit in their
Sounds fun! notebook and find or draw pictures of
words with these sounds. More confident pupils could
also write the words below their drawings. With the
introduction of target vocabulary at the beginning
of every unit, teachers should encourage pupils to
add these new words to the appropriate page in
their Sounds Fun! notebook. In this way, pupils are
consistently recycling the sounds introduced in this level.
Pupils could use an exercise book as their Sounds Fun!
notebook, and then carry it through into next year.
Alternatively, you could help them to make their own
mini book using the instructions below and three sheets
of A4 paper.

Lesson 6
CLIL. New language is presented through a crosscurricular topic in English. This lesson practises new and
recycled language from previous lessons. A Mini project
encourages production of the unit language.

Lesson 7

Making a mini book

• Take one A4 sheet for every 8 pages needed in the
•

book, i.e. three A4 sheets for a 24-page book.
Put the sheets neatly one on top of the other. Fold the
pile in half so that the short sides touch, and then in
half again in the other direction. You should now have
a small book shape.
Cut along the folds at the top/bottom of the book so
that the pages can turn, and staple at the top and
bottom of the spine.

M

Lesson 8

PL

E

Round-up! and I can do it! in the Activity Book
consolidate the vocabulary and language structures of
the unit, adding opportunities for personalisation. Pupils
self-evaluate how well they feel they have done in this
unit by ticking the happy/sad faces in the Activity Book
next to the ‘I can’ statements.

N

Story. The story is presented with speech bubbles for
reading with audio support. It recycles vocabulary and
structures from previous lessons and introduces some
new language. The lesson ends with a link to show
teachers when to take pupils to Ice Island Online.

U

Lesson 5

IT

Skills. Revision of unit language. Pupils practise all four
skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing across
the Pupil’s Book and Activity Book and the activities
consolidate the main target vocabulary for the unit.

SA

In alternating units this lesson is either a Review spread
consolidating the language of the last two units (two
of which are board games) or a Wider World spread
focusing on a real-life topic from an international
perspective which also consolidates the language of the
last two units plus introduces some new topic-related
language.

•

Join us at The Great Teachers Primary Place
Find inspiring ideas for your primary classroom, discover
new techniques and solutions that work, connect with
other primary teachers, and share your own stories
and creativity.
The Great Teachers Primary Place is the place to go for
free classroom resources and countless activities for
primary teachers everywhere.
Go to www.pearsonelt.com/primaryplace and register
for membership.
Members of The Great Teachers Primary Place will
receive exclusive access to:
• Free articles on current trends in the primary
classroom!
• Free reproducible activity sheets to download and use
in your classroom!
• Free Teacher Primary Packs filled with posters, story
cards, and games to use in your classroom!
• Exclusive access to professional development via print
materials and web conferences.

8
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Pronunciation table

ɪ
e
æ
ɒ
ʌ
ʊ
ə
i
u

bit
bed
cat
dog
cut
put
about
happy
actuality

long

iː
ɑː
ɔː
uː
ɜː

sh
sheep
ffa
ather
ther
father
ffou
ourr
four
boo
b
oott
boot
b
bird

eɪ
aɪ
ɔɪ
əʊ
aʊ
ɪə
eə
ʊə
uə
iə

E

U

diphthongs

PL

IT

short

M

pen
back
ten
day
key
get
fat
view
thing
then
soon
zero
ship
pleasure
hot
loch
cheer
jump
sum
sun
sung
wet
let
red
yet

Keyword

make
lie
boy
note
now
real
hair
sure
actual
peculiar

SA

p
b
t
d
k
g
f
v
θ
ð
s
z
ʃ
ʒ
h
x
ʧ
ʤ
m
n
ŋ
w
l
r
j

Vowels
Symbol

N

Consonants
Symbol
Keyword

9
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Online Island introduction
Young Learners and Technology
Computer activities should be age-appropriate and
foster instruction in ways that increase learning,
motivation, personal productivity and creativity. For
example, (Perry) noted that “Children three to five years
old are natural ‘manipulators’ of the world – they learn
through controlling the movement and interactions
between objects in their world – dolls, blocks, toy cars,
and their own bodies.” Children are naturally curious
and willing to interact with computers, and they enjoy
their ability to control the type, pace, and repetition of
an activity. In some cases, children have even managed
to learn how to use a computer with no instruction
at all, through their own curiosity, fearlessness, and
persistence (Mitra).

IT

Research shows that appropriate use of computer
technology in education is beneficial for pupils (Clements
and Sarama; Waxman, Connell and Gray; Byrom and
Bingham). Broadly speaking, pupils can learn from
computers and with computers. Pupils learn from
computers when the computer assumes the role of a
tutor, with the goal of imparting and increasing basic
knowledge and skills. Pupils learn with computers
when the computer serves in the role of a facilitating
tool, with the goal of developing critical thinking skills,
research skills, and the creative imagination (Ringstaff
and Kelley).

Computers in the English language classroom

U

N

The decision to use computers in the language classroom, including the English language
classroom, requires the establishment of both technological goals and language-learning
goals. For young children, goals such as the following facilitate a path to focused learning.
Language Objectives

To become familiar with the parts of a computer (GPU,
screen, keyboard, mouse, cursor, printer, and so on).

To use English to interact in the classroom and to
communicate in social situations.

To become familiar with approved software programs
for the classroom.

To use English to describe self, family, community, and
country.

To become familiar with operations (select, drag, save,
delete, and so on).

To use learning strategies to increase communicative
competence.

M

PL

E

Technology Objectives

SA

To become familiar with finding, filing, tracking, and
organising information.

To develop the four skills: listening, speaking, reading,
and writing.

To share information and collaborate with others.

To pronounce English words, phrases, and sentences
intelligibly.

To develop learner autonomy.

To use appropriate register.

International Society for Technology in Education.
National Educational Technology Standards for Students:
Connecting Curriculum and Technology.

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.
ESL Standards for Pre-K–12 Students.
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The Online Island was authored by a team of ELT
specialists and multimedia games developers and
offers rich and engaging digital worlds which build on
the language and aims contained within the books.
The main emphasis is on expanding vocabulary while
the pupils learn through playing language games and
achieving tasks. New language is introduced gradually
and contextualised so that pupils feel confident and
motivated to complete each level. The key concepts
which have guided the design are:
• Immersion. The Online Island takes pupils out of
their classroom or home environment and immerses
them in a coherent and believable context. Engaging
content and beautiful design hold the pupils’ interest
and motivate them to continue with the adventure.
Research conducted with the Online Island indicates
that even very young children are able to maintain
concentration and enthusiasm for long periods
of time.
• Stealth learning. The Online Island is enjoyable and
learning takes place almost without the pupils being
aware of it. Rather than mirroring the type of tasks
in the Pupil’s Book, pupils learn via interactions with
characters in the adventure. They are presented
with real-world-like tasks, giving them a sense
of responsibility and active involvement which is
extremely motivating. Learning takes place through
listening and reading comprehension of speech
bubbles, and through exposure to the target lexical
sets via speech bubbles, dialogues, the Picture
Dictionary and supplementary language games.

•

and achievability is a key component in any game.
The Online Island has been carefully designed to
introduce the key skills needed to complete the task
at the start of each level, and then by slowly building
the complexity of the language pupils encounter.
It is important that pupils find the tasks within the
adventure sufficiently challenging. Children with prior
exposure to digital games expect to fail at complex
tasks several times before achieving them. This makes
the tasks more, not less, satisfying, once achieved
and encourages exploration and educational risktaking. The model of ‘try, fail, repeat, succeed’ is also
important because it gives repeated exposure to the
target language, ensuring that pupils comprehend the
language before they move on.
Control. Pupils love immersive worlds because they
feel free within them. They can move their avatar
around at their own speed and in their own chosen
direction. They are also free to experiment and to
fail without censure or observation. This gives them
confidence and motivation. The Online Island has
been designed to allow children sufficient freedom
to enjoy the adventure and games, but at the same
time to carefully channel them towards the learning
outcomes and to expose them gradually to the target
language. A carefully controlled gating system means
they must achieve certain tasks before progressing
into new parts of the adventure. A starred report
card system motivates them to complete all the tasks
within a scene, but gives them some freedom to
determine when and how they do this.
Reward. The Online Island includes many of the most
popular features of existing games, such as collectible
items, costumisation, avatar design and ‘hidden’
rewards such as new characters who appear once
certain tasks are complete as well as audio and visual
feedback to a task.

N

It provides immediate feedback on performance; and
contains features that appeal to young learners, such
as colourful attractive visuals, clear audio providing
excellent pronunciation models, animation, and gamelike activities, all of which play a part in pupil motivation.
It is carefully calibrated to appeal to children between
the ages of 4 and 12. The target vocabulary and
grammar directly reinforce the syllabus of the course.
Because tasks are intuitive and clear, and because
students receive immediate audio and visual feedback on
their progress, the programme builds learner confidence
and independence.

• Mastery. Striking the right balance of challenge

U

The Online Island is an immersive world which
accompanies the Our Discovery Island series. It is
a ground-breaking digital product, combining the
methodologies of classroom-based ELT and gamesbased learning. It is a safe learning environment,
suitable for young learners which, via an internet
connection, can be:
• used on individual computers at school or at home
• used in groups at school
• used through the Active Teach IWB software.

•

Teacher support
We recognise that many teachers are likely to be
unfamiliar with this type of component and have
developed a series of help guides both online and as a
download to be printed to help teachers gain confidence
in using the Online Island in the classroom, assisting
pupils with queries about the tasks, or setting parts of
the Online Island for home study.
In conjunction with this there are video walkthroughs
of each level, to answer queries about specific sections
of the adventure. These videos can also act as an
introduction, or provide quick support for teachers
who can’t spare the time to work through the Online
Island themselves.

11
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All teachers will receive an individual Access code to
the Online Island and, unlike the pupil version it will
contain a map, allowing them to skip back and forward
between scenes.

1–3. Progression to Scenes 7–8 is similarly dependent
on the pupil having completed all the tasks in Scenes
4–6. The Level ends with an Exit Scene, which occurs
automatically and doesn’t require interaction from the
pupil. The purpose of this scene is to ‘round off’ the Level,
and to reward the pupil for completing all the tasks.

For ease of classroom management there is a Progress
Review System (PRS) where teachers can register their
classes and monitor their progress. Parents can also
view pupils’ progress via the Report Card online.

Ice Island Unit 3 Lesson Plan

IT

E

The adventure begins with an introductory tutorial Scene
Zero with a simple activity. The aim is to familiarise the
pupil with the layout and computer controls, and to
provide some context for the following scenes. This also
contains the chatroom, where the pupil can interact
and play games with other pupils such as Spell Drop,
etc. The chatroom contains sample dialogue matching
the language aims of each unit at this level. The pupils
can return to the chatroom at any stage during the
adventure to test their mastery of the language.

Lesson aims
To distinguish between different activities (iceskating, trampolining, playing chess, drawing,
hitting, kicking) and to understand statements
about likes and dislikes (I like playing the drums.)
Receptive language: Professor Ice has sent a lot of
yetis. They’re coming towards my observatory! I’m
scared! Look through my binoculars. Tell me what
the yetis are doing. How can we stop the yetis?
Maybe we should try talking to them. Can yetis
speak English? There’s only one way to find out.

N

Ice Island Online is set on a cold, snowy island, where
pupils visit a training camp to learn wilderness survival
skills, visit Dr Al’s observatory, Professor Ice’s secret lair
and rescue Jenny who is trapped on the edge of an ice
cliff amongst other adventures. Pupils will recognise Dr
Al and Jenny as well as Dylan and Finn from their Pupil’s
Book. Pupils must help find the villain, Professor Ice who
has stolen an Ice Laser and some yetis from a Science
Laboratory. They need to discover Professor Ice’s plans,
and acquire the skills they need to trek across the icy
wilderness and stop him before it is too late!

Ice Island Online can be used safely by children at home,
if they have a computer and internet access or the Ice
Island CD-ROM. If you wish to incorporate Ice Island
Online into your lessons, below is an easy-to-follow
lesson plan which shows how simple it is to manage it
in class.

U

ICE ISLAND ONLINE

M

PL

• Carry this out as part of Lesson 5, after the pupils

SA

The pupil then progresses to the first scene. Each
scene contains one, two or three tasks (such as
moving an object out of the way or finding the parts
of a broken machine). Within each scene there are
some supplementary activities such as Match Card or
Hungry Shark to further test vocabulary. One of the
supplementary activities in each scene is flagged by an
image in the Pupil’s Book, held by Penn and Gwyn, the
penguins. This is not linked in with the task and pupils
can complete this at any time. Players can move freely
through Scenes 1–3, but they cannot progress to Scenes
4–6 until they have completed all the tasks from Scenes

•
•

have completed the Pupil’s Book activities. Pupils may
have already found the book/online link item that
Penn and Gwyn are holding up on the Pupil’s Book
page at the end of Lesson 4 (ski poles) and may have
therefore completed the supplementary language
activity based on the vocabulary in this unit. If not,
the teacher can ‘walk’ the pupils through this now.
The ski poles are in the snow to the right-hand side of
the door to Dr Al’s observatory .
Online: Using the IWB or a computer screen visible to
the class, go to Ice Island Online and access Scene 3,
Dr Al’s observatory.
Walk pupils through the first part of the task. Enter
Dr Al’s observatory through the door and find and
talk to Dr Al (he’s on the top floor near the telescope).
Look through Dr Al’s binoculars and tell him what the
escaped yetis are doing. Complete the first one. (Pink
yeti is throwing some rocks.)
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of observatory near the telescope. Brown yeti likes
playing the drums – collect drum from top floor on
top of machine extreme right-hand side. Pink yeti
likes ice-skating – collect ice skates hanging up inside
observatory on the ground floor right-hand side of the
door. Red yeti likes playing chess – collect chessboard
from top floor left-hand side near the telescope).
When they have found each item, they must return to
the yeti and give it to them. If it is the wrong thing,
the yeti will be angry, and they must try again.
When the second quest is complete, Dr Al will appear
to congratulate you on talking to animals and you
receive a stamp on your training card.
Choose pupils to complete the supplementary tasks:
talk to Jacob (outside the observatory on the lefthand side) and read aloud the joke card he delivers
into your inventory backpack; find a page from Amelia
Explorealot’s diary (top floor of observatory righthand side above the machine) and read it aloud to the
class.
Alternatively, once you have completed an example
online with the whole class, direct pupils to individual
or shared computers, or have them access the task at
home for homework.
End the lesson as detailed in the main lesson notes.

SA

M

PL

E

•

each group to take over with the mouse, looking
through the binoculars and answering one of Dr Al’s
questions. (Red yeti is catching a ball. Green yeti is
kicking some rocks. Blue yeti is hitting the ground with
a stick. Brown yeti is hitting some rocks with a stick.)
Exit the observatory and talk to Dylan, (pupils will
recognise him from their Pupil’s Books) who will tell
you to talk to the yetis. Choose five pupils in turn to
come to the computer and take over the mouse. They
must each click on one of the yetis and find out what
they like doing (e.g. the green yeti likes trampolining).
They must then search around the scene (including
inside the observatory) to find the item that the yeti
needs to do its favourite activity (e.g. trampoline is on
ground floor of the observatory on the extreme lefthand side near some boxes). Click on the trampoline
and a trampoline card is delivered into your inventory
backpack. Go outside and find the green yeti, open
your inventory backpack and click on the trampoline
card and click USE, the card will be delivered to the
green yeti and he will be happy. Allow the class to
shout out suggestions as to where each pupil should
go to look for the items. (Blue yeti likes drawing
pictures – collect paper and pencils from top floor

N

• Divide the class into four groups. Choose a pupil from
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Online Island access code record
Class:
ACCESS CODE

SA

M
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E
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PUPIL’S NAME
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How to use stories
At this stage, pupils listen to the story in English,
following the speech bubbles in their Pupil’s Books and
work through it in English to find answers themselves.

Stage 3 – Checking the story
Asking questions after listening to the story gives
teachers the possibility to further assess the depth of
pupils’ comprehension of the story and of the language
used. It also sparks pupils’ creativity and imagination by
encouraging them to visualise how the story develops.

Stage 4 – Acting the story

N

IT

After listening to the story several times, pupils are
ready to act it out in groups, providing them with the
opportunity to say larger chunks of language. Props can
be brought to class and used to make the experience
even more stimulating. Teachers may play the recording
or read the speech bubbles from the Pupil’s Book while
pupils act out, or pupils may read the story themselves.

Story activities

• While pupils listen to the story, they perform a

SA

M

PL

E

There’s a story in Lesson 5 of each unit featuring the
Ice Island characters. These stories serve to revise and
reinforce the target language and structures of the
unit. The artwork is visually stimulating and the audio
effects ensure pupils listen avidly from start to finish.
In order to better utilise the story in class, divide into
four sections:
• Ask questions before listening to the story
• Then listen to the story with children following the
speech bubbles in their Pupil’s Book
• Then ask questions after listening to the story
• Finally act out the story.
Below is the four-step method for using stories in the
classroom that starts with L1 anticipation and ends with
(assisted) performance.

Stage 2 – Hearing and seeing the story

U

Stories are an essential part of language learning
because they allow pupils to absorb information in a
fun and stimulating way. Learning outside the normal
boundaries of a teacher-based classroom environment
creates the opportunity for pupils to develop their
creative and communicative skills. Using stories in the
classroom greatly enhances pupils’ ability to listen and
to actively respond to target language and structures
in a fun and relaxed atmosphere. Stories increase
motivation and encourage less confident pupils to
contribute with their ideas and opinions because they
are not confined to the limits of a certain structure. At
a cognitive level, children are encouraged to use their
knowledge of the world and their imagination to predict,
infer and make hypotheses, this provides an opportunity
for pupils to produce language as they are encouraged
to react to the story or predict what happens next,
discuss a favourite character or episode. If they answer
in L1, echo their answer in English and ask them to
repeat after you. In that way, they will gradually
incorporate more expressions and vocabulary.

Stage 1 – Anticipating the story
Asking questions before listening to the story provides
teachers with the opportunity to introduce any new
vocabulary or to revise previously learnt language
and structures. Pupils can begin to form an idea of the
theme of the story and how it might develop. This allows
teachers to assess how thoroughly pupils have absorbed
the target language of the unit. At this stage, teachers
should ask pupils questions or carry out a simple
discussion in L1 to get the pupils thinking about the
story. Teachers shouldn’t provide answers at this stage,
but rather allow pupils to think for themselves.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

specific action for target vocabulary (e.g. pupils clap
when they hear the word purple or stamp their feet
when they hear the word blue).
Say one or two words spoken by the characters
or mime their actions and the class guesses who
said them.
Read the speech bubbles from the Pupil’s Book making
deliberate mistakes (e.g. say red instead of yellow).
Pupils correct your mistakes.
Pupils draw a new picture for any frame of the story.
Pupils create a new ending for the story.
Pupils invent a new script for one or all of the
story frames.
Pupils draw their favourite character.
Pupils discuss real-life situations with connotations to
the story.
Pupils comment on how they would feel or how they
would behave if they were in a similar situation to one
of the story characters.
Write the story script on pieces of paper. Hold them
up one by one. Pupils read them and say the name of
the character who said the line in the story.
Pupils keep a notebook of new words/expressions
from the stories. Write any new words that are not
part of the target language for the unit on the board
and pupils copy the new words into their notebooks.
Stronger pupils could also use the new words in
a sentence.
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How to use the DVD
Episode

Target language

1

always, often, sometimes, never, usually; brush my teeth, eat bananas, go swimming, play football,
have a shower, climb mountains, ski, snowboard, make my bed, meet my friends

2

I/We love/like (playing basketball/skateboarding/karate/dancing/cooking/singing/snowboarding). I can
(throw a basketball/skateboard/jump/do karate/kick). I’m good at (kicking). Watch me dance. Can you
cook? Egypt, Brazil, the USA, mountain, forest, volcano, cave

3

Where are you going? I’m going shopping. hat, scarf, socks, coat, suit, jacket, wetsuit, shorts,
sunglasses, sandals; this/that; too (big, small, long, short, loose, tight); valley

4

Whose camera is this? yours, mine, ours; toys, radio, books, mobile phone, skateboard

Episode 1

SALLY
JACK
ALBERT
SALLY
JACK

PL

M

SA

• THE LAST WORD
These reinforce a common language point with short,
humorous animation. Some Last Words are interactive,
and the pupils can use the DVD player controls to
answer questions.

Hello, I’m Sally.
Hello, I’m Jack.
I’m Albert!
Do you ever ... before bed?
Yes, I always brush my teeth
before bed!

JACK, ALBERT
AND SALLY
We always brush our teeth

E

• STORY
Watch the story. Ask the pupils (in L1) what happened in
the story. Watch again, stopping at key points, and ask
them about the language, the images or the story. Ask
the pupils to act out the story. Assign the roles of Dr
Al, Finn and Jenny to confident speakers and let other
pupils play the other parts. Encourage them to say as
much of the dialogue as they can and prompt them
where necessary.

U

• SONG
The pupils watch, listen and follow the actions. As they
grow more confident, they can join in with the song.

IT

Song – Do you ever?

N

The DVDs give the language of Our Discovery Island a
new context and each episode is designed for use after
every two units of the Pupil’s Book. Sally, Jack and
Albert provide a song and there is an animated story
from Ice Island. Each episode also contains a Last Word
– a short focus on one language point.

JACK
SALLY
JACK, ALBERT
AND SALLY
ALBERT
JACK

before bed.
Do you ever ... for breakfast.
Yes, I often eat bananas.
We often eat bananas for breakfast.
Do you ever ... on Saturdays?
Yes, I sometimes go swimming on
Saturdays.

JACK, ALBERT
AND SALLY
We sometimes go swimming on
JACK
SALLY
ALBERT
SALLY
JACK

Saturdays.
My turn! Do you ever ... after lunch?
No, I never play football after lunch.
Yes, I always play football after lunch.
Goal!
Do you ever ... in the morning?
Yes, I always have a shower in the
morning!
I do!
Do you ever ... la, la, la, la, la, laa?
Yes, I often sing!

JACK
ALBERT
JACK
JACK, ALBERT
AND SALLY
Yes, we often sing. But now this is

the end!

Extra activity
Ask pupils about things they always, usually, often,
sometimes and never do. Make sure they understand
the differences in frequency given by these adverbs. If
necessary draw a line on the board and use percentages
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to indicate the differences. Ask Do you ever ...? and
insist that the reply must contain one of the adverbs of
frequency. When you have been round the class asking
questions, allow pupils to take turns asking each other.

JACK AND SALLY We love playing basketball. We

love skateboarding.
We love karate. We love dancing.
We love cooking. And we love
singing! La la la laaa! La la laaaa!

Story – Meet Finn and Jenny.

Extra activity
Put the pupils in pairs and ask them to decide on one
thing that they both like doing and one thing that they
like doing but their partner doesn’t. Then get them to
tell the class, using the structures: I like ... He/She doesn’t
like ... We like ... .
Story – He wants to freeze the world!
Dr Al here. Professor Ice is on the
mountain. He’s got the Super Freeze
Machine.
He wants to freeze Egypt, Brazil and
the USA. Stop him!
PROF ICE
Ha ha ha! You can‘t catch me!
FINN
Watch me!
Cool! I love snowboarding!
JENNY
He’s in the forest!
FINN
Ahhh! A volcano!
JENNY
Whoa! Help!
FINN
Watch out for the cave!
JENNY
Oh no!
PROFESSOR ICE Ha ha ha!
JENNY
I don’t like skiing!
FINN
Where’s Professor Ice?
JENNY
Out there!
We can fly!
FINN
Oh no!

N

IT

DR AL

The Last Word – Curly red hair.

PL

E

U

Hi! My name is Finn. I’m thirteen.
I can climb mountains.
I can ski.
I can snowboard! Cool!
And I always make my bed in the morning.
I usually brush my teeth after breakfast. And
I sometimes meet my friends.
Jenny is my friend.
What does she look like?
Hmmm. Well, ... Jenny is pretty. She’s got
long blond hair.
She’s strong and brave.
JENNY Hello, Finn!
FINN Hello, Jenny!
FINN The computer! Someone needs help!
DR AL Finn! Professor Ice is taking the Super Freeze
Machine! Look!
FINN Oh no! It’s Professor Ice!
JENNY He’s taking the Super Freeze Machine! We’ve
got to stop him!
FINN Come on! Let’s go!
FINN

NARRATOR Who’s got curly red hair?

Episode 2

SA

M

No, his hair is blond. Try again.
No, his hair is straight. Try again.

The Last Word – Spelling with ing.

Song – I love playing basketball!
ALBERT
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY

JACK
JACK
SALLY
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK

Hello! I’m Albert.
Hello! I’m Sally.
Hello! I’m Jack.
That was good.
I love playing basketball. Watch
me throw!
I can throw a basketball. Watch!
I love skateboarding! Watch me
jump!
I can skateboard! I can jump!
I love karate! I’m good at kicking!
I can do karate! I can kick, too!
I love dancing. Watch me dance!
I love dancing! Watch this!
I love cooking! Can you cook?
I love cooking. Let’s cook together!

ALBERT Dance.

Dancing.
Run.
Running.
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Extra activity

JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY

Story – Get the machine!

FINN
JENNY
FINN
JENNY
FINN
FINN
JENNY

IT

JENNY

Dr Al here. Professor Ice has got the Super
Freeze Machine. He was on the mountain.
Then he was in the valley. Now he’s at a
party. Get the machine!
Finn, you need a suit for the party. Are
you ready?
Two minutes.
Here ... and be quick! We haven’t got
much time.
Do you like this jacket?
Too short!
Do you like this suit?
Too big?
Too big. Come on, Finn! Look at the time!
Professor Ice is at the party now. We need
to be quick!
A wetsuit?
It is a ‘suit’!
Shorts and sunglasses? No. Finn, please!
We have to hurry! Professor Ice has got
the Super Freeze Machine, and he’s at the
party. Please be quick!
Do you like this suit?
Oh, I love it! Sandals? Oh, Finn!

N

DR AL

PL

M

SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY

Hello, Sally.
Hello, Jack. Er, goodbye!
Where are you going?
I’m going shopping.
I like shopping! Shopping for what?
I’m going shopping for clothes.
Can I come?
Yes, OK.
Do you like this hat?
Do I like that hat?
This hat?
That hat?
Do you like this hat?
No, I don’t. It’s too big.
Do you like this hat? This hat is red. Do you
like this hat?
That hat?
This hat? Do you like this hat?
No, I don’t. It’s much too small.
Do you like this scarf?
Do I like that scarf?
This scarf?
That scarf?
Do you like this scarf?
Mmmm ... hmmm ... mmmm
I can’t hear you!
No, I don’t like this scarf! It’s too long.
Do you like these socks?
Do I like those socks?
These socks?
Those socks?
These socks. Do you like these socks?
No, I don’t, they’re much too small.
Too small?
Too small!
Do you like this coat?
That coat?
This coat? Do you like this coat?
Yes, I like this coat. It’s not too big. It’s
not too small. It’s not too long. It’s not too
short. It’s not too loose. It’s not too tight. I
like this coat. This coat’s just right.
I’m buying that coat.
You’re buying this coat?
I’m buying that coat. That coat’s for you!
Thank you, Jack.

SA

JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK
SALLY
JACK

In pairs, pupils take turns miming the scene at the
market where Jack asks Sally if she likes various items
of clothing. They can choose any clothes. The pupil
playing Jack should say Do you like this sweater/coat/Tshirt, etc? or Do you like these socks/shoes/trousers/shorts/
sunglasses, etc? and the pupil playing Sally should say No,
I don’t and give a reason: It’s/They’re too big, too small,
too long, too short, etc. Demonstrate first in front of the
class with a confident pupil.

U

Song – Do you like this hat?

E

Episode 3

JENNY
FINN
JENNY

FINN
JENNY

The Last Word – Find the word.
ALBERT Look at these words ...

Find the animal.
That's right. A cat is an animal.
No, that isn't right. Try again.
Too slow!
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Episode 4

Story – He’s escaping!

Song – Whose camera is this?

IT

N

JACK
SALLY
SALLY
GIRL
JACK
GIRL
JACK
GIRLS
SALLY
BOY
SALLY
GIRLS
JACK
BOY
SALLY
GIRL
JACK
BOY
JACK
SALLY

U

SALLY

E

JACK

Hello, I’m Sally.
Is this yours?
Hi, I’m Jack.
What are you doing?
Look! The toys are mixed up!
Is this yours?
Can I help?
Yes!
Whose camera is this? Is it yours?
No it’s not mine.
Is it yours?
Yes! That’s my camera. Thank you!
Whose radio is this? Is it yours?
No, it’s not ours.
Is it yours?
Yes! That’s my radio. Thank you!
Whose books are these? Are they yours?
Yes, they’re our books! Thank you!
Whose mobile phone is this? Is it yours?
No, it’s not mine.
Is it yours?
Yes, that’s my mobile phone! Thank you.
Whose skateboard is this? It must be yours!
Yes, the skateboard is mine! Thank you!
Cool!
We did it!

PL

SALLY

Dr Al here. Professor Ice was at
a party. Now he’s missing again.
Find him and the Super Freeze
Machine.
FINN
There’s Professor Ice.
PROF ICE
Ha ha ha! You can’t catch me! Ha
ha ha!
JENNY
What’s he doing? Stop him!
FINN
He’s escaping! And I can’t open
the door!
JENNY
Look! The water! Can you make it
stop?
FINN
No! I can’t turn it! It isn’t working.
I can’t swim!
I can’t do it. It’s too difficult.
Quick! The water’s touching my
neck!
JENNY
Hmm. Yes!
FINN
The computer. Dr Al!
DR AL
Professor Ice is missing again.
Find him and the machine!
JENNY
We’ll never find him!
FINN
I’ve got an idea! I can fly his
helicopter with this!
PROF ICE
I can’t fly the helicopter! Aaaargh!
JENNY
Where is he going?
FINN
He’s going to the police!
FINN AND JENNY Hurray!
DR AL

Extra activity

SA

M

Collect some items from the class and then return them
by asking Whose book/pen/bag, etc is this? Is it yours? The
pupils should answer either No, it’s not mine or Yes, that’s
my book/pen/bag, etc. Thank you.
you. Do this with singular
items first and then move on to plurals.

The Last Word – Word order.
VOICE

Was it exciting?
It was exciting!
Was it boring?
It was boring.
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How to use posters
• Major Etzel’s training camp
• Dr Al’s observatory
• The Satellite Monitoring Station
• The frozen lake
• The Science Lab
• The caves
• Professor Ice’s secret hiding place.
New vocabulary: raining camp, observatory,
satellite monitoring station, science lab, secret hiding
place, police station, helicopter
Recycled vocabulary: submarine, Geographical
features, Animals, There is/are …, Is there …? Yes,
there is./No, there isn’t. Are there any …? Yes, there
are./No, there aren’t.

GENERAL POSTER ACTIVITIES

• Before displaying the poster for the first time, pupils

•

IT

•

PL

•

•

SPECIFIC POSTER ACTIVITIES

Unit 4 lesson 7

• Focus the pupils’ attention on the geographical

M

SA

•

pupils where they are in the online world and have
them point on the map. This allows instant feedback
as to which pupils are engaging with the online
world and which pupils are perhaps progressing at a
different speed to others.
Ask pupils one by one to come up and point to a
particular building/area or thing, e.g. Point to the
(police station/ forest/ submarine, etc.)
etc.).

N

•

• At the beginning of each lesson, unit or term ask

E

•

can anticipate and predict who and what they will see
within a topic area and then see how many items they
guessed correctly once the poster is visible.
Pupils can create their own posters, based on a similar
topic.
Using a large piece of paper placed over the top of the
poster (with a 5 cm hole cut out), pupils can be asked
to identify what they can see through the hole.
Through description, pupils can identify objects that
are being described orally, e.g. I’m wearing a white
dress, white socks and black shoes. I’ve got long blond
hair. I’m happy. Who am I?
With a time limit, pupils can look at the posters and
try to remember as much language and content as
possible and then in pairs or led by the teacher, they
can try to recall the content through questions and
answers, e.g. Are there any socks? Yes, there are some
on the big table and some on the shelf.
shelf.
By pointing to an object and making a statement,
e.g. This is a small giraffe,, pupils can reply yes or no if
the information is correct or incorrect.
In teams or with their partners, pupils can write down
as many words (or sentences) as possible for the items
in each poster.

U

Posters can play a key role in the English language
lesson as they are such a powerful visual tool. They can
be a valuable way to focus pupils’ attention, allowing for
pupils to consolidate and extend the language already
learnt. In addition, the Our Discovery Island posters help
develop a pupil’s speaking ability as they interact with
visually appealing characters, authentic ‘real-world’
photos and captivating scenes. The interactive posters
provide even greater scope as the interactive elements
can be moved around and a wider variety of language
can therefore be practised.

•

Poster 1 Ice Island Map
This is a visual representation of the online world for
Level 4. It can be used to check the pupils’ progress
through the online world, to check where they have
located the items presented in each unit of the Pupil’s
Book in order to play the supplementary vocabulary
game and to stimulate language production. Pupils are
taken further into Ice Island as they meet with new
characters in some new settings not always represented
in the stories in the Pupil’s Books.
The map shows the nine main areas which the pupils will
pass through:
• The harbour/port
• A small city

features. Ask the pupils What can you see? (river,
volcano, forest, mountains, frozen lake, statue, caves,
small city, snow, ice, sea, sky). Pupils come to the front
and point to the river on the poster and say There’s a
river, etc.
Ask pupils Where is the statue of the golden penguin?
Pupils answer It’s in the frozen lake. Ask Where is the
helicopter? Pupils answer It’s on the mountain, near the
caves. Ask Where is the submarine? Pupils answer It’s in
the sea/harbour/port.

Unit 7 lesson 7

• Ask the pupils to look at the map for two minutes

•

and write down, with their partner, everything they
can see (helicopter, submarine, observatory, frozen
lake, statue of the golden penguin, caves, submarine,
harbour/port, helicopter, small city, river, volcano, forest,
mountains, frozen lake, snow, ice, sea, sky).
Ask pupils Is there a helicopter? Pupils answer Yes,
there is. Ask Is there a lion? Pupils answer No, there
isn’t. Ask Are there any trees? Pupils answer Yes, there
are. Ask Are there any crocodiles? Pupils answer No,
there aren’t, etc.
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Poster 2 An art gallery

Recycled vocabulary: flippers, goggles, Sports
equipment and clothes, Colours. How much is (this/
that) …? How much are these/those …? What do you
like doing? What are you good at?

This poster contains paintings for description and how
they make pupils feel.
Recycled vocabulary: painting, have got, cool, warm,
Appearance, Character, Colours, Clothes, Feelings

Unit 5 lesson 7

• Ask pupils to look at the poster for two minutes and,

• Point to the poster and ask What does he/she look

IT

•

Unit 2 lesson 7

Unit 6 lesson 7

• If possible bring some photos or pictures from

SA

M

PL

•

•

U

•

•

E

•

like? Elicit some responses. Then ask What is he/she
wearing? Elicit some responses.
Ask pupils, with their partners, to look at the poster
for two minutes and see how many Appearance words
they know. Use this to identify language that might
need revision. Write the words on the board (bald,
spiky hair, straight hair, curly hair, tall, short, long, fat,
thin, old, young, beard, moustache, glasses, good-looking,
beautiful, pretty, ugly, blond/brown/black/grey/red hair,
blue/green/brown eyes, hat, dress, socks, shoes, skirt,
shirt, shorts, jacket, T-shirt, trousers).
Point to characters on the poster and ask What does
he/she look like? or What do they look like? For example,
point to the young girl and ask What does she look like?
Pupils answer She’s wearing a white dress, white socks
and black shoes. She’s young and she’s got long blond
hair.. Repeat with other characters. Pupils could also
do this in pairs.
Pupils write brief descriptions of two characters,
describing their appearance and the clothes they
are wearing. Split the class into two teams and
then, in turn, ask pupils to the front to read out their
descriptions; pupils from the other team point to the
correct character. An example could be: He’s got short
black hair. He’s got a black moustache. He’s wearing a
white shirt and a black jacket.
jacket.

• Point to characters in the paintings and ask Is he/she

•
•

bossy/sporty/lazy/shy/kind/clever? For example, point
to the boy lying on the bench and ask Is he sporty?
Pupils answer No, he’s not sporty. Ask Is he lazy? Pupils
answer Yes, he’s lazy, etc.
Ask pupils to look at each painting and ask Is it in
warm or cool colours? Pupils answer.
Ask pupils to look at each painting again and ask How
does it make you feel? Pupils answer It makes me feel
excited/scared/angry/happy/sad, etc.

with their partner, write down the words they know.
Introduce the new words by pointing to the poster
and saying backpack, helmet, rope, snorkel, snowboard,
tennis racket, anorak, necklace, mirror, towels. Write the
new words on the board. Ask the pupils to write the
new words in their notebooks.
If you want, you can cut out the interactive strip
and ask pupils to stick the words under the correct
pictures and say the words as they stick.
Point to the flippers on the poster and the word on
the board and ask pupils How much are these flippers?
Agree on a price with the pupils, answer in pounds
e.g. (twenty pounds). Write the price on the board
next to the word flippers. Ask pupils Are these flippers
cheap or expensive? Pupils answer. Repeat for the
other new words.
Choose two confident pupils to come to the front and
act out a shopping trip:
Pupil A How much (are those flippers)?
Pupil B They’re twenty pounds.
Pupil A Can I buy (those flippers), please?
Pupil B Yes, of course.
Pupils exchange money and buy the flippers. Repeat
for the other items with pairs of pupils taking turns.

N

Unit 1 lesson 7

•

magazines of sports into the classroom. Show the
pupils a picture of snorkelling and ask What do you like
doing? What are you good at? I’m good at snorkelling!
Ask pupils to look at the poster and tell you what you
need (wet suit, flippers, snorkel, goggles and a towel).
Repeat with other sports, e.g. snowboarding, football,
skiing, rock climbing, tennis, swimming, walking.
It doesn’t have to just be sports, you can also include
sunbathing, going to a party, etc.
Pupils pick a sport/leisure time activity and write a
short text on it. Saying why it is their favourite and a
list of things they need to buy from the shop. Pupils
can come to the front and read out their lists and the
class can guess the sport/leisure activity.

Poster 3 In a shop

Unit 8 lesson 7

This interactive poster contains a lot of items to be
found in shops. It also includes the word labels which
you can cut out and stick on the poster.

• Play a revision game. Ask pupils to look for words

New vocabulary: backpack, helmet, rope, snorkel,
snowboard, tennis racket, anorak, necklace, mirror,
towels

in the shop that begin with different letters of the
alphabet a: anorak, b: boots, c: candle, d: doll, etc. Let
pupils know that they don’t need to find items for all
the letters.
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Games
Introduction

I spy

Most of the games and activities described here can
be played by the class as a whole, or by dividing it into
small groups or pairs. It would be good to keep in mind
though that the smaller the number of pupils in a group,
the more talking time they will have in their group.
Also, pairing is important; if you pair confident and shy
pupils together, the latter will not have much chance to
produce a lot of language.
It’s a good idea to know beforehand how many groups
you want to divide your class into and what materials
you will need for all the pupils. Also, it would save
you time if you have a clear idea of the pupils’ sitting
arrangement before starting the activity.

This is useful to revise vocabulary. Play as a class or
in groups. Choose an object pupils can see. Say I spy
with my little eye, something beginning with, e.g. P. Invite
guesses, e.g. pupil, pen. The first pupil to guess correctly
says I spy ….
Pictionary
On small blank cards write words or phrases you want
pupils to revise. Divide the class into two groups. A pupil
from group A takes a card from the pack and draws a
picture of the word/phrase on the board within a set
time limit. His/her partners must guess the word to
score a point. Then it’s the turn of the other group. The
winner is the group who has scored the most points.

U

This is useful to consolidate/revise vocabulary and
practise listening. Play as a whole class or in teams to
make it competitive. Whisper a word/short sentence
to a pupil. They whisper the word to the person next
to them. Continue until all pupils in the row/class have
whispered the same word. The last pupil tells the class
what they think the word/sentence is.

Hangman

SA

Games and fun activities
Vocabulary

M

PL

E

Setting clear rules and a time limit from the beginning
keeps games competitive and fun. Finally, during
the game, you might want to move around the class
unobtrusively, monitoring and noting down good
language usage and mistakes/errors so that after the
game you can have a brief feedback session. It might be
better if you kept that impersonal, not mentioning who
produced either the instances of good language or the
mistakes. This will remove the stress from pupils who
will be able to communicate more freely focusing on
fluency rather than accuracy.

N

Whispers

IT

Games are an entertaining way for pupils to revise,
practise and consolidate language. Fun is a great
motivation, allowing pupils with different skills and
abilities to learn in a stress-free environment.

This game can be played in pairs, small groups or with
you against the whole class. A pupil from group A
comes to the board and chooses a word from a secret
pool of words that you have decided upon, and writes as
many dashes as the word has letters on the board. The
pupils from group B try to guess the word, by calling out
possible letters.
Hot seat

Word snakes
Pupils make word snakes by stringing together
vocabulary you want them to revise along with random
words or letters in one very long ‘word snake’. They give
their word snakes to other pupils, pairs or groups to
solve.

Grammar and Lexical-Grammatical games
Alphabet tennis
This is useful to consolidate/revise a lexical set or as a
warmer with no specific vocabulary focus. Play with the
whole class. Divide the class into two teams. Decide
which team/pupil will begin. ‘Serve’ a word from the
lexical set, e.g. Say b. The pupil says any word from the
set beginning with b. Any pupil from the other team says
another word beginning with b, without hesitating or
repeating. The final team to say a word wins a point.
‘Serve’ a different letter and start again.

This is useful to revise/consolidate vocabulary or as a
warmer/finisher. Play as a whole class. A volunteer sits
on a chair at the front facing the class so they can’t see
the board. Write a word on the board. Different pupils
say individual words associated with the word on the
board to help the volunteer guess it. The pupils can’t
mime, make noises or say sentences!
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Bingo

Pelmanism

This is useful to consolidate/revise a lexical set or
grammar. Play with the whole class. Pupils draw a grid
on a piece of paper with three columns and three rows.
Choose a lexical or numeric set, e.g. sports. Pupils
individually write one word or number from the lexical
set in each square.

This is useful to consolidate/revise a lexical set. Play in
groups of three or four.

Read out a word/number, and note it. Pupils cross it out
if they have it. Continue. Pupils shout Bingo! when they
cross off all their words. Check the winner’s card against
your list.

Pupils place the cards face down. They take it in turns
to turn over two cards at a time. If they turn over a
matching pair they keep it and have another turn. The
pupil with the most pairs wins.

Guessing game

Teacher says

Pupils, in pairs, write five sentences about members of
their family and what they are doing at that particular
moment. Their partners try to guess. This game can
be adapted to be used with many different tenses
and can practise the affirmative, questions and short
answers, e.g. Your father is working right now. Yes, he is.
/ No, he isn’t. Is your father working? Did your father work
yesterday? etc.

Play the game as a whole class. You give pupils orders
in the imperative and pupils must obey you only if you
precede your order by saying Teacher says … (e.g. jump/
don’t close your books, etc.). If pupils obey orders which
are not preceded by this utterance, they lose and are
out of the game. The winner is the last player to stay in
the game.

N

IT

Choose a lexical set. Each group draws a different
target word on each of twelve small pieces of blank
paper. Each group writes twelve matching word cards.

Divide the class into small groups and hand a pack of
small blank cards to each group. Ask them to write a
question and an answer on each card using a variety
of vocabulary and structures you want them to revise.
Shuffle the cards, divide the class into new groups and
hand a pack of the written cards to each group to
play. They play individually in their groups asking and
answering questions. The winner is the player who has
answered the most questions correctly.

PL

E

This is useful to practise have got,, family members and
possessive ’s. Play in groups of four. Give four blank
card-sized pieces of paper to each pupil in the class.
They each draw someone from their family on each
card and write their name and relationship, e.g. (name)’s
granny.

U

Trivial pursuit

Happy families

SA

M

One pupil in each group of four shuffles and deals the
cards so each pupil has four. The aim of the game is to
swap cards in order to collect one family. Pupils take it
in turns to ask each other questions, e.g. A: Have you
got (name)’s dad? B: Yes, I have. If the answer is positive,
Pupil A can ask for another card, e.g. Have you got
(name)’s grandad?? When they get a negative response, it
is the next player’s turn. The winner is the first to collect
one family.
Noughts and crosses

TPR games
Touch and guess
This is useful to consolidate/revise a lexical set. Play with
the whole class. Put 6 –8 objects connected to a topic/
lexical set in a non-transparent bag.
A pupil comes to the front. Blindfold them. They take an
object from the bag, feel it and guess what it is.

To play the game draw a grid of two parallel horizontal
lines and two parallel vertical lines crossing at right
angles on the board. This should give you nine squares.
In each square write e.g. the infinitive of an (ir)regular
verb. Divide the class into two groups and give one
group the symbol O and the other the symbol X.
Group O choose a square and a pupil provides the past
form. If they are correct, they write their symbol in the
square. Then group X choose a square and repeat the
procedure. The first team to get three consecutive O or
X across, down or diagonally is the winner.
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How to use classroom language
Using classroom language is a good way to get pupils
to react in English rather than in L1. The more they use
these new phrases and expressions, the more confident
they become and the less they will need to rely on L1 to
communicate with the teacher. If classroom language
is used consistently, it becomes a natural part of pupils’
vocabulary. It is important to teach both the classroom
language the pupils have to understand as well as
language they need to produce. The following is a list
of common English expressions that could easily be
introduced in the classroom and used on a daily basis.
It’s best to begin with a few expressions and increase
the number gradually.

Greeting the class

Hold up your picture.
Show me (the class) your picture.
Draw/Colour/Stick/Cut out …
Look at the pictures at the top/bottom of the page.
Listen and read.
Listen and read the speech bubbles.
Listen and repeat after (me/the recording).
Write the answer on the board/in your book.
Turn your book over.
Close your books, please.
You can speak, but only in English.
Can you write the word on the board, please (John).
How do you spell (mountain)?
Let’s check the answers.
Let’s sing.
All together now.
It’s break time/lunch time.
Wait a minute, please.
Be careful.
Sorry, guess/try again.
Next, please.
Again, please.

E

U

N

IT

Hello. Hi!
Good morning/afternoon.
Come in.
Come in and sit down quietly. You’re late!
Sit down/stand up, please.
What day is it today?
How are you today?
Is everyone here?
Is anyone away today?
Where is (John)?

During the lesson - instructions

PL

During the lesson - questions

Starting the lesson

SA

M

Are you ready?
Let’s begin.
May/Can I have (Tuesday’s) homework, please?
Listen (to me).
Look (at me/at the board).
Take out your books/notebooks/coloured pencils.
Where’s your book? Please share with (John) today.
Give this/these out, please.
I’m going to give you all a worksheet.
(John) can you give out these worksheets, please?
Have you got a (pencil)?
Open your books at page (4).
Turn to page (6).
Open/close the window/door.

Managing the class
Be quiet, please.
Come to (the front of the class/to the board)
Come here, please.
Put your hands up/down.
Who’s next?
Queue/Line up!
Repeat after me.
Wait a minute, please.
Hurry up.

Do you understand?
What do you think?
Anything else?
May/Can I help you?
Are you finished?
Who’s finished?
Who would like to read?
What can you see?
Any questions?

Words of praise
Well done!
Excellent!
Fantastic!
That’s nice.
Much better.
Good job.
Congratulations.
That’s correct!
Great work!
Good luck!
Thank you.
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Pair work/Group work

Active Teach language

Find a partner.
Get into twos/threes.
Who’s your partner?
Work in pairs/groups.
Make a circle.
Work with your partner/friend/group.
Show your partner/friend/group.
Tell your partner/friend/group.
Now ask your partner/friend/group.
Change roles with your partner/friend/group.

Click on the tick/CD/game icon.
Find the sticker.
Look and sing.
Who wants to play a game?
You’re in Team 1.
Spin the spinner.
Move the counters.
Let’s start again.
You’re out of time.
Team 1 get ready!
Team 1 wins!
It’s a draw.
What’s this in English?
Mime or act the word.
Make the sentence/question.
Move the wheel.
Find the pairs.
What’s the answer to (number 2)?
I need a volunteer!
Touch the picture.
Compare your answers.
Are you right?
Is it right?

SA

Online language

N

U

Ending the lesson
Put your books/notebooks/coloured pencils away.
Tidy up.
Put that in the bin/rubbish bin, please.
That’s all for today.
Collect the stickers/cards/spinners/scissors, please.
(John) can you collect everyone’s books/worksheets,
please?
The lesson is finished.
Goodbye!
See you tomorrow.
Have a nice weekend/holiday.

E
PL

M

It’s my/your/his/her turn.
Whose turn is it?
You’re out.
Shuffle/Deal the cards.
Pick up a card.
Put down a card.
Don’t look.
No cheating.
Turn around.
Shut your eyes.
Pass the (ball, cup, etc.)
Wait outside.
Spin the spinner.
Move your/my counter (3) spaces.
Miss a turn.
Go back (2) spaces.
Spin again.
I’ve won!
You’re the winner!

IT

Language used for playing games

Move your mouse to the left/right/up/down.
Go left/right/up/down.
Go to (Scene 2, the school).
Enter/Exit (the chatroom).
Jump (on the roof).
Click to collect (the card).
Click on the speech bubbles.
Click on the (Ticket Inspector).
Use your Picture Dictionary in your backpack.
Put on./Take off.
Pick up./Put down.
What’s this/that?
Let’s play a game.
Try again.
Come back later.
I’m busy now.
Bus stop.
Joy stick.
Map.
Costumiser.
Report card.

Useful phrases for the pupils
May/Can I go to the toilet?
I understand/I don’t understand.
Excuse me/Pardon me?
I’m sorry.
I’m sorry I left my book/homework at home.
Can you help me?
I’m finished.
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Scope and Sequence
New Vocabulary

New Structures and Grammar

Welcome

Moon, middle (of the night), snail, harbour, hurry
up, quick, hide, telescope, goggles, wet suit,
clock, skis, submarine, flippers

What can you see?
Who’s there?

1 Friends

bald, spiky, straight, good-looking, beautiful,
bossy, sporty, lazy, shy, kind, clever, Spain,
Spanish, message, emergency, warm (colours),
cool (colours), painting [n], artist, personalities,
practice, washing machines, dirty, husband,
homework, together, argue

What does he look like?
What do they look like?
(This picture) is by (Renoir).

2 My life

after, before, meet my friends, do my homework,
brush my teeth, make my bed, wash my face,
tidy my room, on time, syllables, give, treasure,
escaping, energy, bones, plan [v], quiz

3 Free time

kicking, throwing, climbing, hitting, diving,
catching, drawing, rollerblading, trampolining,
playing chess, acting, playing the drums,
costumes, underwater, diving board, polar bears,
be careful, dangerous, thieves, stop piano, violin,
instruments, drums, trumpet, adverts, mud
racing, cheese rolling, hill, winner, wins, reindeer
racing, streets, elephant polo, sticks [n]

I’m/She’s good at (throwing).
You’re/They’re good at (kicking).
She isn’t good at (dancing).
They aren’t good at (climbing).
What do you like doing?
What are you good at?

round-the-world holiday, competition, Egypt,
China, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Italy, country/
countries, desert, pyramid, statue, city, cave,
volcano, lake, hotel, remember, different,
memory, Greenland, snow storms, adventure

There’s a (competition).
There isn’t a (competition).
There are some/a lot of (beautiful
beaches).
There aren’t any (crocodiles).
Is there a (desert)?
Yes, there is./No, there isn’t.
Are there any (volcanoes)?
Yes, there are./No, there aren’t.

IT

Unit

SA

M

PL

E

U

N

Possessive ’s (e.g. Matt’s bedroom,
sister’s kite, monster’s head)
Adverbs of frequency (e.g. always,
never, usually, sometimes, often)
Possessive adjectives (e.g. his, her,
its, our, their)

4 Around the
world
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Level 4 - Ice Island
Recycled Language

(vocabulary and structures)

Pronunciation

Cross Curricular
focus

Values

rabbit, hungry, breakfast
time, quiet, radio, Time
[telling the time]

heater, battery,
frozen, ice, melt,
yetis, laser, stole
Art:
How to describe
paintings

can’t, help, bedroom,
kitchen, living room, get
up, breakfast, watch TV,
healthy, strong, routine,
questionnaire, habits, Time
expressions (e.g. In the
afternoon, In the evening),
Time [telling the time], Days
of the week, Sports, Food,
Meals
My sister’s got …
I like ...
They’ve got …

/z/ as in ‘goes’
and /ɪz/ as in
‘washes’

Science:
How to lead a
healthy lifestyle

Importance of a
healthy lifestyle

have a shower, end,
climb mountains,
brave
clean my room,
get dressed, go to
bed, matches, ski
wax, igloo, tracks,
wilderness, ear
muffs, ice axe,
blocks

U
E
PL
M

thin, smart, nosey,
talkative, pretty,
spy, amazing,
Aurora Borealis/
Northern Lights,
comedian, cliff,
joke, polar bear,
attack, secret,
hiding place

//ŋ
ŋ// as in
/ŋ/
‘swimming
‘swimm
ing
‘swimming’

Music:
An interview with
Harry GregsonWilliams,
composer

The importance of
aims and goals

running a race,
singing in a chorus,
ice-skating,
observatory,
binoculars

/eə(r)/ as in
‘where’

Geography:
Life in Greenland

Respecting other
cultures

freeze [v]
mountain,
satellite, image,
port, explorer,
penguin, compass,
constellation

SA

Australia, Spain, beautiful,
beaches, Britain, the USA,
forest, postcard, waterfall,
snow, snowmobile,
nighttime, crocodiles,
penguins, monkeys, snakes,
dog, shark, lion, birds,
hippos, Seasons, Months,
Weather
(Everyone) goes by (boat).
I want to …
I don’t want to …

Being a good
friend

IT

/i/ as in ‘very’ and
/aɪ/ as in ‘shy’

N

tall, curly, hair, long, short,
fat, thin, pretty, ugly, old,
young, beard, moustache,
glasses, funny, submarine,
penguins, map, email,
and, but, because,
Appearance, Colours,
Feelings, Times of day,
Family, Character
She’s/They’re …
She’s/They’ve got …

playing football, climbing,
skateboarding, ball sports,
can/can’t, letter
[= correspondence],
stand up, computer games
I don’t like …
He likes/loves …
I like/love …

DVD/Online/
Posters
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Lesson 2
Lesson aims
To revise vocabulary and structures
Target language
clock, flippers, goggles, radio, submarine, skis,
telescope, wetsuit
Recycled language
Prepositions of place, Present continuous, Time, have
got, like + -ing, wear
Materials
Audio CD

Starting the lesson

• Read four or five speech bubbles from the story. The

IT

class tell you who said them, e.g. say COME ON!
Wake up, kids! (Dr Al.)

N

AB pages 2–3

Listen and say.

1

Listen, find and number the objects.

PL

2

E

word, ask a volunteer to spell the word aloud.

U

• Allow pupils time to look at the pictures.
• Play CD1:03. Pause for pupils to repeat each word.
• Play CD1:03 again. After the class has repeated each

• Pupils look at the picture. Ask (L1 or English) Whose
room is it? (Pupils guess.)

KEY 2 The skis are (next to the desk). 3 (The
clock is) on the table. 4 (The flippers) are (under)
the desk.

M

• Play CD1:04. Pause for pupils to do the activity.

1:04
It’s in front of the window.
2 It’s black. You can wear it when you are
swimming. It’s behind the table.
3 It goes underwater. It’s small. It’s next to the
books.
4 You wear these on your head. They help you to
see underwater. They’re under the table.

SA

1 It’s big. Dr Al can see the stars with it.

• Play CD1:04 again. Pause for pupils to point to each
object and to check answers.

KEY 1 telescope, 2 wetsuit, 3 submarine, 4 goggles
3

Read, look and write.

• Give pupils time to do the activity. If your class needs
more support, revise the prepositions of place using
real objects.

Practice

• Write one of the descriptions from Activity 2 on

the board.
Pupils write two similar descriptions about other
objects in the picture.
They read their descriptions to a friend, who guesses
the object.

•
•
4

Read and write F (Finn), D (Dylan),
or J (Jenny).

• Give pupils time to do the activity.
• Check answers.
• Write He’s got glasses on the board. Ask He has or he
•

is? (has). Write She’s smiling on the board. Ask She is
or she has? (is).
Remind pupils that activities after like end in -ing.

KEY 2 J, 3 F, 4 J, 5 F, 6 J, 7 D, 8 F, D
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Ending the lesson

• Ask (L1) the class what they found easy and more

difficult, and what they liked the most, to help you get
to know pupils.

PL

E

U

N

NOTES

IT

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Word game
Play Hangman with the whole class using the new
words. See p. 22.
Guessing game
Say what a pupil is wearing, but don’t say their
name, e.g. He’s wearing black jeans and a yellow
T-shirt. Ask Who is it? The first pupil to guess
correctly describes another pupil for the class
to guess.

Practice

M

• Mime putting on an item of clothing. Pupils guess

SA

what you’re wearing, e.g. Are you wearing socks?
(Yes, I am./No, I’m not.) Groups of four take it in turns
to mime and guess.

Look, listen and say.

5

• Play CD1:05, pausing for pupils to repeat.
6

•

Ask and answer.
Read the example with a volunteer. Give pairs time to
do the activity.

KEY 2 It’s half past twelve. 3 It’s quarter to two.
4 It’s one o’clock. 5 It’s quarter past nine.
6 It’s quarter to twelve.

Practice

• Pupils draw five clocks with different times, without
showing them to their friend. They say the times
to their friend, who draws them. They check and
swap roles.
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1

Friends
Lesson 1

3

• Write has got and is on the board as column headings.

Lesson aims
To present and practise new vocabulary
Target language
spiky, straight, bald, good-looking, beautiful

•

Materials
Audio CD; magazine or internet photos of people to
exemplify the appearance adjectives

AB page 4

Optional materials
Word cards (Appearance)

IT

• Give pupils time to do the activity.
• To check answers, you could write the word snake on
the board and ask volunteers to underline the words.

• Write friends on the board jumbled up (drefisn). Elicit

PB page 4

2

• Point to each picture and ask Who is it? What are
•
•

PL

• Ask the class Where are the children? (At home/in the
garden.)
Ask Who lives at number twelve? Play CD1:06. Pupils
listen, follow the story and find the answer to the
question. Elicit the answer.
Play the recording again. Mime tall, bald, curly, spiky
as pupils listen, and encourage the class to copy you,
e.g. tall (stretch and hold a hand up), bald (cover the
top of your head with your hands).

M

SA

•

KEY Maddy, her family and Kipper the cat

Presentation
2

Look and write words from Activity 1.

E

Listen and read. Who lives at number
twelve?

U

N

curlyxei
curly
xeistraight
straight
KEY dfcurlyxeistraightodgood-lookingswospikyu
cmibeautiful
cmi
beautifulpac
pac
baldcmibeautifulpac

the word.
Ask (L1) the class if they think it’s better to have lots
of friends or to have fewer, very good friends. Why?

•

Find and circle six words.

1

Starting the lesson

1

Ask the class which words should go in each column
(Has got: curly/spiky/straight hair. Is: bald/goodlooking/beautiful).
Ask a volunteer to read the examples.
Pupils give you examples about others in the class,
e.g. (Name)’s got spiky hair.
In pairs, pupils describe their friends. Circulate,
correcting and prompting.

•
•

Recycled language
tall, curly, Colours, hair. He is … She’s got … blond

•

Talk about your friends.

they doing? (L1) (They’re trying on wigs.)
Give pupils time to do the activity.
If your class needs support, elicit the answers before
pupils write.

KEY 2 straight, 3 spiky, 4 bald

Pupils can now go online to Ice Island and
find the ice cream that Penn and Gwyn are holding.
It is inside the Ice Palace, on display in the stall
called ‘Frosty Ice’, to the left of the entrance.
Once pupils click on the ice cream they are taken
to a supplementary language game based on the
vocabulary in this unit.

Listen, find and say.

• Give pupils time to look at the pictures.
• Play CD1:07. Pause for pupils to find and say the
letters and words.

• Play the recording again, pausing after each word

so that pupils can repeat and point to classmates or
themselves where possible. Encourage pupils to point
to themselves for good-looking/beautiful! Tell them
good-looking can describe a boy or girl, but beautiful
is only for girls.

KEY 1 d, 2 f, 3 e, 4 a, 5 c, 6 b

For the next lesson

• Ask pupils to bring a magazine/internet photo of a
hero.

Ending the lesson

• Stick the photos you’ve brought on the board. Divide
the class into two teams. Describe one picture at a
time. One runner from each team runs to the board
and touches the correct picture.
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1

Friends
1

1:06

Hi, I’m Emma.
Can I help?

Listen and read. Who lives at number twelve?
There’s a new family
at number twelve!

1

2

What do they look like?
The dad is tall and bald.
There’s a girl, too. She’s
got curly blond hair.
Thanks. I’m Maddy.

4

N

Is that your cat?

What does it look like?

E

Listen, find and say.

PL

1:07

a

Oh, no! Red paint!

U

It’s got spiky red hair.

2

f
e

c

d

curly hair

SA

M

b

Spiky red hair? My cat,
Kipper, is black and white.

IT

3

spiky hair

3

good-looking
bald

Talk about your friends.
Lily’s got curly hair.

4

beautiful

straight hair

Lesson 1

Arthur’s good-looking.

spiky, straight, bald, good-looking, beautiful, tall, curly, Colours, hair. He is… She’s got …

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 4

OUR DISCOVERY ISLAND- LEVEL 4 - PB - CONTRACTDescriptions
PROOF

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Matching pairs
Take the photos and word cards you’ve prepared.
Stick photos in one area of the board face down and
word cards in another.
Divide the class into two teams. Turn over a word
card and photo to find matching pairs.

10/0 /2011 13:34

Pairs think of two famous people and describe them
to each other, e.g. Cristiano Ronaldo has got straight
hair. He’s good-looking.

35
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1

Lesson 2

AB page 5

Lesson aims
To revise the Lesson 1 vocabulary; to present the
new structure

Find and write the questions.

3

• Give pupils time to rearrange the words to make
questions.

Target language
What does he/do they look like?

KEY 2 What do they look like? 3 What does he look
like?

Recycled language
Appearance. She’s … She’s got …
Materials
Audio CD

Read and choose. Then look and tick (✓)
the true sentences.

4

• Ask a volunteer to describe picture a. Ask Has he

Optional materials
Pupils bring a magazine/internet photo of a hero

got long hair? (No, he hasn’t. He’s bald.) Look at
the examples together and make sure everyone
understands the two parts of the activity.
Give pupils time to do the activity.

•

Starting the lesson

IT

• Say You’ve got curly/spiky/straight hair, stand up!

KEY b1 is ✓, b2 has got, c1 are, c2 have got ✓

(Only pupils with curly/spiky/straight hair stand up.)

N

PB page 5

Match the questions in Activity 3 with the
pictures in Activity 4.

5

• Give the class time to look at the pictures.
• Play CD1:08. Pause after each description to let pupils

U

Listen and read. Then look and say.

4

• Give pupils time to match.
KEY 2 c, 3 a

1.08

1 What does she look like?

PL

She’s got blond hair and blue eyes. Maddy!
What does he look like?
What does she look like?
What does he look like?
What do they look like?

M

2
3
4
5

E

say the correct name.

SA

• Play CD1:08 again, pausing for pupils to repeat the
questions and answers.

6

• Give pupils time to look at the table before you play
CD1:09. Explain that they are going to hear Emma
asking Maddy about her family.
Play CD1:09. Give pupils time to complete the table.

•

E = EMMA M = MADDY
1.09
E So, Maddy, who have you got in your family?
M There’s me, my mum and dad, my grandad … and

KEY 2 Dan, 3 Emma, 4 Robbie, 5 Robbie, Emma
5

Ask and answer. True or false?

• Ask two confident pupils to read the example.
• Pairs continue, asking and answering about the course

E
M
E
M

characters.

6

Play the game.

• Revise the vocabulary in the box you think your class
•
•

may have difficulty with.
Ask two confident pupils to read the example
dialogue. The class looks at the pictures and identifies
which portrait is being described.
Then pupils play the game in pairs.

Listen and complete.

Kipper the cat, of course. Dad is very tall and he’s
bald. He’s got brown eyes.
What about your mum? What does she look like?
She’s got curly hair and green eyes.
And your grandad?
Grandad’s got blue eyes. He’s got grey hair and a
big moustache.

• Play CD1:09 again, pausing to elicit answers.
7

Write sentences about the people in
Activity 6 in your notebook.

• Give pupils time to write. Note common mistakes.
Home–School link
Pupils ask their family members to describe their
friends.

36
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4

Listen and read. Then look and say.

1:0

1

She s got blond hair and blue eyes
e s got spiky hair and bro n eyes
She s got straight hair and glasses
e s got bro n hair and green eyes
They e got bro n hair

sk and answer. True or false?

addy

E

Robbie

a

Dan

: hat does addy look like
: She s got bro n hair
: False She s got blond hair
hat

she

She beautiful
She
blond hair

lay the ame.
hat

They
They

tall
bro n hair

4

SA

M

PL

E

3

U

N

long short fat thin pretty ugly
old young beard
oustache
glasses spiky curly straight
bald good-looking beautiful

2

1

they

IT

: e she or they
: e
: hat does he look like
: e s got long hair and a beard
e hasn t got a oustache
: e s nu ber t o

1

Lesson

hat does he do they look like

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 5

Ending the lesson

• Using your notes from AB Activity 7, write three or

12

11

four common mistakes on the board, e.g. He has
good-looking. Ask volunteers to correct them. (He’s/is
good looking.)

eara ce She’s… She’s got…

10/0 /2011 13:34

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Guessing game
Pupils work in groups of four. They don’t tell anyone
their hero’s name. They write a description of him/
her and read it to their friends, who guess. (Is it …?)
Whispers
Play Whispers. See p. 22.
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1

Lesson 3

10

Talk about people in your family.

• Ask a pupil to read the example.
• Ask volunteers for two or three more examples.
• Pairs continue.
• Ask volunteers to tell the class about their family.

Lesson aims
To extend the unit vocabulary set; to practise the
vocabulary with a song
Values
Being a good friend

Practice

Target language
bossy, sporty, lazy, shy, kind, clever

• Pupils use ideas from Activity 10 to write about their
family.

Recycled language
and, but, because, Family, funny. You’ve got … You’re …
Materials
Audio CD

AB page 6

Read and match.

8

• Give pairs time to match 1–3 with a–c,
and 4–6 with d–f.

Starting the lesson

IT

KEY 2 a, 3 b, 4 e, 5 f, 6 d

• Revise appearance words. Describe three pupils to the
class without saying their names. Pupils guess.

• Ask pupils to think about what kind of a person they

N

• After pupils have completed the words, check
answers.

U

PB page 6

KEY 2 kind, 3 clever, 4 funny, 5 bossy, 6 shy,
7 sporty, 8 lazy

E

Presentation
7

Listen, find and say.

10

PL

• Play CD1:10. Pause for pupils to find and say each word.
• Play CD1:10 again. Repeat each word, varying the

SA

KEY 1 e, 2 d, 3 a, 4 f, 5 c, 6 b

M

volume of your voice, e.g. whispering, shouting. Pupils
repeat in chorus, imitating you.

8

Listen, read and sing.

• Play the song CD1:11. Pupils follow in their books.
• Play the song again. Encourage pupils to sing.
• Have a competition. Divide the class into two. Play the
song twice more, each group singing in turn. Decide
which group is best.

Presentation

• Read the sentences in the Look! box to the class. Use
information, but a contrast and because a reason.

Read and choose.

• Give pairs time to do the activity. If your pupils need
support, do it with the whole class first.

What makes a good friend? Read and
choose in Activity 9.

• Ask Is a good friend good-looking? Ask two or three

•
•

pupils for their opinions. Look at the key together and
use the smiley to check meaning of don’t mind. Make
sure pupils read the sentences carefully, as some of
them are negative.
Give pupils time to circle the smiley which best
expresses their feelings about each adjective. Tell
pupils there is no correct answer.
Ask the class to tell you their ideas.

Values

• Ask the class (L1) why it’s important to be a good
•

intonation to support meaning.

• Use L1 to explain that and introduces extra
9

Complete the words.

9

are. Use L1 if necessary. Ask for examples in English
or L1, e.g. I’m funny!

friend. (e.g. We can’t expect others to be our friends if
we aren’t a good friend.)
Groups of four discuss what being a good friend
means to them and present their ideas to the class.

11

Write about your good friend.

• Give pupils a minute or two to choose a friend. If your
•

class needs more support, look at the gaps together and
talk about what kind of words are needed to fill them.
Give pupils time to write.

KEY 1 but, 2 because, 3 and, 4 but, 5 because

38
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1:10

a

Listen, find and say.
c
b

Get up now!

d
la y
bossy

f

e
sporty
kind
Listen, read and sin .

You’ve got me
And I’ve got you.
You help, you listen
And I do, too.
We’re friends. We’re friends.
You’re lazy at home.
You’re shy at school.
But you’re sporty and clever
And very cool.
We’re friends. We’re friends.
You’re sometimes bossy
But I don’t mind.
I like you
Because you’re kind.
We’re friends. We’re friends.
We’re friends. We’re friends.

you re cle er
I don t ind
you re kind

M

ead and choose.
She s sporty u
ery cle er
e don t like To
he s ery bossy

SA

1

1

PL

You re sporty
You re bossy
I like you

E

U

N

IT

1:11

shy

cle er

e ause she isn t
u

e ause

Talk about eo le in your family.
u
dad

Lesson

sister
brother

bossy, sporty, la y, shy, kind, le er, a

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd

Ending the lesson

• Ask volunteers to read about their good friend to
the class.

granny
grandad

They e got bro n hair a
u
bro n eyes
She s cle er u
e ause she s
la y at school
e hasn t got a lot of friends
u
e ause he s ery shy
I like my granny because she isn’t
bossy. She’s funny and kind.

, ut, ecause, a ily, u

y

ou’ e got… ou’re…

10/0 /2011 13:35

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Writing
Pupils write three half sentences, e.g. She’s kind but …
Pupils swap their half sentences and finish the ones
they are given, e.g. She’s kind but … she’s bossy!
Hangman
Play using adjectives from the lesson. See p. 22.
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Lesson 4

• Play CD1:12 twice. Pause for pupils to repeat.
• Say very. Elicit the words whose final y has the same
sound (pretty, sporty, funny). Ask (L1) what these
words have in common. (They have two syllables.)
Point out that why and shy have just one syllable.

New language
nice

AB page 7

Recycled language
Character, and, but, because, Family, Appearance.
What does he look like?

• Pairs say each word and write it in the correct column

Starting the lesson

•

• Revise character adjectives. Mime one for the class to

•

PB page 7

1.13

N

13

Listen. Where is Carlos? Is he happy?

• Play CD1:14 then elicit the answers to the questions.

PL

E

limit to focus your pupils’ attention. Tell them the time
we need to read depends on our purpose. Here they
are just looking for the answer to one question.
After checking answers, ask pupils to point to the
different family members in the photo.

12

M

KEY Carlos, Nerea and Lucía.

Read and say. True or false?

SA

• Give pupils time to skim the text. Tell them they must
•

shy, my, cry, fly, by
funny, bossy, lazy, spiky, ugly, sporty, granny

Look and read. What are the names of the
children in the Torres family?

• Give pupils time to quickly scan the email. Set a time
•

according to the pronunciation /i/ or ɑɪ . Work with
the whole class if pupils need support.
Play CD1:13, pausing after each word for pupils to
check and correct.
Play CD1:13 again, pausing for the class to repeat
each word.

IT

guess. Volunteers continue.
Explain the concept of foreign exchange visits.

11

Say and complete. Then listen
and check.

12

Materials
Audio CD

•

Listen, read and say.

14

Lesson aims
Skimming and scanning for information;
phonics i ɑɪ

U

1

look for the answers in the text and underline the
relevant parts.
When checking answers, ask pupils to correct the
false statements.

KEY 1 true, 2 false (He’s staying with the Torres
family.) 3 true, 4 true, 5 false (Carlos has got a
bossy sister.)
13

Roleplay the dialogue between Seb and
his mum.

C = CARLOS G = GRANNY
1.14
C Hi, Granny.
G Hi, Carlos. Are you having fun in England?
C Yes, I am! Seb’s family are great. He’s got a sister,

Megan. She’s five and she’s very funny.
G What does she look like?
C She’s short – well, she’s only five, so of course

she’s short ... and she’s got curly blond hair. She’s
very bossy but she makes me laugh!
G And are you having a good time?
C Yes, it’s fantastic! Seb’s mum and dad are very
kind. The food’s nice. We do a lot of fun things. I’m
very happy here!
G That’s good, Carlos ...
KEY Carlos is at Seb’s house in England. He’s happy.
14

Listen again and match.

• Ask pupils to predict the answers. Play CD1:15.

• Demonstrate the telephone roleplay with a

Give pupils time to finish matching before checking
answers.

•
•

KEY 1 a, e, 2 d, 3 b

confident pupil.
Give pairs time to do the roleplay and swap roles.
Circulate, prompting and correcting. Write two or
three common mistakes on the board. Ask volunteers
to correct them.

40
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11

1

Look and read. What are the names of
the children in the Torres family?

The Torres fa ily
From: seb@yoohoo.com
To: matt@gogomail.com
Subjec t: Spain!

N

IT

Hi Matt,
I’m having a great time here in Spain. I’m staying
with the Torres family this summer. They’ve got
a beautiful home in Madrid.
Carlos is twelve. He’s shy but he’s very kind. He’s
clever, too. My Spanish isn’t very good but he
speaks great English. He’s got a granny in Los
Angeles and she speaks English with Carlos.
He’s got two sisters, Nerea and Lucía. Nerea is
fifteen. She’s got beautiful brown hair and she’s
very sporty. She isn’t at home this week because
she’s got a big tennis competition. Lucía is nine.
She’s funny but she’s very bossy. She wants to
play games all the time!
See you soon,
Seb

12

U

Seb

1

ole lay the dialo ue between
eb and his mum.

14

1:1

Listen, read and say.

y friend s er prett
She s sport but sh
She likes funn glasses
I don t kno
h

SA

13

M

PL

Seb is in Spain
Seb has got a ne ho e
Carlos is cle er
Nerea likes sport
Carlos has got a la y sister

E

ead and say. True or false?

eb s mum

Are you ha ing a good ti e
Is Carlos nice
hat does he look like
as he got a brother or sister
hat do they look like

Lesson

Character, a

, ut, ecause, a ily,

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd

15

Imagine you are staying with this family in
Britain. Look and write to a friend.

• Give pupils time to write.
• Ask volunteers to read their email to the class.
Ending the lesson

• Ask the class (L1) what they would find easy and
difficult about going on an exchange visit.

M01_ODSI_TB_04GLB_8868_U01.indd 41

eara ce

hat oes he loo li e

ounds

i

aɪ
10/0 /2011 13:35

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Roleplay
Pairs imagine they are staying with Seb’s family and
roleplay a phone conversation home.
Bingo
Play using adjectives from the unit. See p. 23.
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1

Lesson 5

• Play the recording again. Pause for the class to repeat

Lesson aims
To consolidate the unit language with a story

•

New language
message, emergency

•

Recycled language
submarine, kind, penguins, map. What does he look
like? He’s … He’s got …

•
•

What happens next?

Materials
Audio CD; ten small pieces of blank paper, with map
written on one

•
•
•

• Pupils close their books. Using English where possible,

Look and write.

IT

• Give pupils time to do the activity.

N

KEY 2 Captain Formosa, 3 Ivan, 4 Dr Al

Pairwork

• Pointing to different pictures in Activity 16, pairs

take it in turns to ask What does he look like? and to
describe the character.
Volunteers describe the characters to the class.

E

PB page 8

16

U

ask What’s the Discovery Island story called? (Ice
Island.) Who are the children in the story? (Finn,
Dylan, Jenny.) Who are the adults in the story? (Dr
Al, Captain Formosa, Rufus, Ivan.) Are Rufus and
Ivan good? (No.) Where are the children and Dr Al?
(At Dr Al’s house.) Where is Captain Formosa? (On a
submarine.) What do you think Rufus and Ivan want?
Who or what helps Captain Formosa? (Two penguins,
Penn and Gwyn.)

•

PL

Before reading/listening

SA

M

Ask the class questions about each picture. Pupils
answer or guess, e.g.
(Picture 1) What are Jenny and Finn doing? (They’re
drinking.) What’s Dylan got? (A telescope.)
(Picture 2) What’s Dylan wearing? (A scarf and
a jacket.)
(Picture 3) What’s Captain Formosa doing? (Pupils
guess.) Elicit message and emergency in L1 and teach
pupils the English words.
(Picture 5) What are the children doing? (They’re
snowboarding.)
(Picture 6) Is Captain Formosa happy? (No, he isn’t.)

15

Pairs predict (L1) what happens next.
Volunteers tell the class their ideas.
Take a vote to find the most popular idea.

AB page 8

Starting the lesson

•

each line in chorus.
Divide the class into five, e.g. by rows/tables, and
allocate these parts: Dr Al, Jenny, Finn, Dylan,
Captain Formosa.
Play CD1:16 again. Pause for pupils to repeat their
character’s lines.
Ask five volunteers to act out the story.
Take a class vote for the best actor/actress.

Listen and read. Then act.

17

Find and write.

• Pupils look at the code.
• Give pairs time to work out the coded message.
• Ask Where is the map? Pupils guess.
KEY Where is my map?

Game

• Give ten volunteers a piece of paper you have

prepared. Tell pupils that you are Captain Formosa.
Ask each volunteer Have you got my map? until the
pupil with the ‘map’ piece of paper says Yes, I have.
Collect the paper, redistribute and repeat.

• Play CD1:16. Pupils listen and follow the story.
Comprehension

• Ask the class Is Dylan drinking in picture 1? (No, he

isn’t.) Is Jenny snowboarding in picture 1? (No, she
isn’t.) Is Jenny drinking in picture 1? (Yes, she is.) Is
Captain Formosa dancing in picture 3? (No, he isn’t.)
Is Captain Formosa snowboarding in picture 5? (No,
he isn’t.) Is Captain Formosa happy in picture 6? (No,
he isn’t.) Does Captain Formosa like penguins? (Yes,
he does.) Is Captain Formosa kind? (Yes, he is.)

Pupils can now go online to Ice Island and
enjoy the fun and games.

Ending the lesson

• Ask the class (L1) to imagine what Ice Island is like.

42
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1

1:16

Listen and read. Then act.

There’s a man on
the submarine!

3

2

What does he
look like, Dylan?

1

He’s old and he’s
got one eye.

N

IT

Oh, that’s Captain
Formosa. He’s kind.
He likes penguins.

E

U

I can see
him! What’s
he doing?

LOOK! He’s
dancing!

M

My map! Where
is the MAP?

COME ON,
DYLAN!

SA

He isn’t dancing.
It’s a message.
E ... M ... E ...
EMERGENCY!

PL

4

ow o to ce sland.
Lesson

essage, e ergen y, su

ari e, i

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 8

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Guessing game
Pairs take it in turns to ask and answer about a
story character, e.g. Pupil A: What does he/she look
like? Pupil B: He’s got red hair and glasses. I think he’s
clever. Pupil A: Is it Dylan? Pupil B: Yes, that’s right!

, e gui s,

a .

hat oes he loo li e He’s… He’s got…

10/0 /2011 13:35

Word game
Play I spy using words from the story so far.
See p. 22.
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Lesson 6

18

Ask and answer.

• Ask What time of day is it at the moment? Is it

Lesson aims
To integrate other areas of the curriculum into the
English class; to develop the cross-curricular topic
through a short project

morning, afternoon?

• Pupils look at the two pictures again. Give pairs time
•

Cross-curricular focus
Art – the use of colours

•

Recycled language
Colours, Feelings, Times of day. It’s got …

to do the activity. Explain that there are no correct
answers.
Ask fast finishers Where is the boy going? What are
the girls doing? (They guess.)
Ask the class for their ideas.

AB page 9

Materials
Audio CD; pictures of or by Renoir and Picasso from,
e.g. the internet, including self-portraits

18

Look, think and complete. Then add
two more.

• Check the vocabulary your pupils may have difficulty
with, e.g. say Point to the cloud/the fire.

• Give pupils time to categorise the words and to add

Background

one word of their own to each category.

•

KEY Warm colours: sun, fire, lion
Cool colours: water, cloud, frog

painter. His style of painting celebrated beauty.
Pablo Picasso painted in different styles during
different periods of his life.
Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528) was a famous German
Renaissance painter, engraver and mathematician.

• Ask what pupils know about Dürer.
• Give them information from the Background

PB page 9

Look and read. Do you like the pictures?
Why?/Why not?

SA

16

• Give pupils plenty of time for individual reflection

before you ask them for their ideas. Encourage pupils to
explain their reactions, e.g. Why do you like picture a?

17

Read, look and say.

• Give pairs time to do the activity. Make sure they
•

•

PL

•
•

M

•

artists they know. What do they know about them?
Write Renoir and Picasso on the board. If you have
pictures of/by them, stick them by their names.
Ask the class what they know about these artists.
Give pupils information from the Background
information section above (L1).

information section above (L1).
Explain that they are going to hear one of the pictures
being described. They must identify the correct
picture. Play CD1:17.

E

Starting the lesson

• Ask the class to tell you the names of any famous

Look, listen and choose.

19

U

•

IT

• Pierre-Auguste Renoir was a famous Impressionist

N

1

He’s got a long, thin face. He’s looking at
me and he isn’t shy. He’s got long curly hair.
He’s got a short beard and a moustache, too.
He’s a young man. I think he’s 27 or 28.

1:17

• Check the answer.
KEY Picture b
20

Find and write the questions. Then answer
about Picture a.

understand that they have to match the statements to
pictures a and b.
When you are checking answers, check
comprehension of warm and cool colours, e.g. ask Are
yellow and red cool colours? (No.)

• Give pairs time to do the activity. Elicit pupils’ ideas.

KEY 1 a, 2 b, 3 a, 4 b

Mini project

KEY 1 How old is he? He’s about fourteen. 2 What
does he look like? He’s got long, curly hair.

• Pupils do internet research at home or at school, print
a painting that they like and stick it on A4 paper.

• Tell pupils to use the ideas in PB Activities 17 and 18
to help them write about the painting.

• Make a class poster with your pupils’ work.
44
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1

1

Look and read. o you like the ictures? Why? Why not?

a

This picture is by Auguste
Renoir an artist fro France
4
It is in ar colours

1

U
E

This picture s got a lot
of yello and red
This picture s got a lot
of blue and grey
This picture akes e feel
happy
This picture akes e feel sad

N

ead, look and say.

M

PL

1

Picasso
This picture is by Pablo
an artist fro Spain
It is in cool colours

1

SA

sk and answer.

hat ti e of day is it in Picture a
hat ti e of day is it in Picture b
Are the girls in Picture a friends
as the boy in Picture b got a fa ily
Is the dog his pet

Lesson
01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 9

Ending the lesson

• Ask pupils which painting in the lesson they like the
most. Encourage them to explain their choice and
practise the language they have learned.

MAKE

1

IT

b

ind a
aintin you
ite
like and wr
about it.

Colours, eeli gs, i es o

ay t’s got…

10/0 /2011 13:35

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Describing self-portraits
Find and stick self-portraits of Renoir and Picasso
on the board. Ask questions about each portrait.
Trivial pursuit
Play with nine questions about appearance.
See p. 23.
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1

Lesson 7
21

Read and write.

Lesson aims
To review and personalise the unit language; to
provide an opportunity for self-evaluation

Talking about appearance
1

AB pages 10–11

22

Hi, Jasmine!
Thanks for your email. I like my new home 1
I’m sad
but
2
you aren’t here with me.
3
very kind.
My new friends, Emma, Robbie and Dan,
straight brown hair 5
brown eyes.
Emma’s 4
She’s very pretty.
6
7
you look like now?
you got long hair or short
What
your new friend, Caitlin, look like? Send me a photo!
hair? And what 8
Lots of love,
Maddy

IT

old and fat and he’s got short hair.) What does the cat
look like? (It’s fat.)

• Look at the table together. Remind pupils we use the

Practice

U
E

M

SA

Read and write. Then listen and check.

• Ask the class Who’s in the picture? (Maddy) What’s

•

have/has got

bald

Round-up

MADDY

in Unit 1 look like, e.g. What does Kipper look like?
(He’s black and white … and red!)

she doing? (She’s sitting on her bed and she’s writing.)
Tell pupils to look at the top of the email. Ask What’s
she writing? (She’s writing an email.) Who’s she
writing to? (Pupils guess.)
Tell pupils (L1) it’s important to read the email before
they complete the gaps because it will help them
understand the context and get the answers right.
Give pupils time to do the activity.
Play CD1:18 without pausing, for pupils to check their
answers.
Play CD1:18 again, pausing before each space to elicit
the answer.

am/is/are

01_ CB_L04GLB_8 83_U01.indd 10

• Pupils close their books.
• Ask the class to tell you what the different characters

•
•

Look and complete.
bald straight hair
long hair beautiful
tall spiky hair
blue eyes good-looking

PL

KEY 2 does, 3 like

23

N

Read and write.

auxiliary does to form questions with he, she, it, and
do for all other subjects. Tell them to read the Look!
box on PB p. 5 or to refer to Grammar round-up on
PB p. 70.
Give pupils time to do the activity.

I like you because
you’re funny!

From: maddy6819@246.com
To: jasmine397@2561.com
Subject: My new life!

• Ask a volunteer to read the cartoon speech bubbles.
• Ask the class What does Builder Bill look like? (He’s

•

?

Read and write. Then listen and check.

1:18

Starting the lesson

22

look 3

I’m not very clever
but I’m sporty and I’m
good-looking.

Materials
Audio CD; Evaluation worksheet 1

•

I
he/she/it

2

do we
do they

Recycled language
Target language from Unit 1

21

do

do you
What

23

24/02/2011 1 :00

Hi, Jasmine!
1:18
Thanks for your email. I like my new
home but I’m sad because you aren’t here
with me.
My new friends, Emma, Robbie and Dan,
are very kind. Emma’s got straight brown
hair and brown eyes. She’s very pretty.
What do you look like now? Have you got
long hair or short hair? And what does
your new friend, Caitlin, look like? Send
me a photo!
Lots of love,
Maddy

Look and complete.

• Do an example with the class, e.g. have/has got long
•
•
•

hair. Elicit an example sentence, e.g. Maddy’s got
long hair.
Ask a strong class to explain when we use be and
have got. Tell a class needing support.
Give pupils time to do the activity.
Ask for example sentences when checking answers.
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24

1

Read and write.

Ending the lesson

• Discuss the I can … statements with the class.

es ribe your fa ourite person at ho e or your fa ourite
tea her at s hool
se He’s/She’s . . . He’s/She’s got . . .

•

Encourage volunteers (L1) to explain their responses
and to give examples. Ask what pupils found easy and
more difficult.
Ask (L1) How can you improve? e.g. by always doing
homework, concentrating better in class, asking for
help, helping each other.

NOTES

U

talk about what people look like
talk about people s personalities
use and but because
read and write an e ail
spell and say the /i/ and /a/ sounds
talk about war and ool olours in art

PL

n do

E

�
�
�
�
�
�

N

IT

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Game
Say correct and incorrect sentences to the class,
using vocabulary from the unit. Pupils say Right or
Wrong, e.g. He’s short hair (Wrong.) He’s got short
hair (Right.) She’s blue eyes (Wrong.) She’s got blue
eyes (Right.)
Word game
Play Hot seat with target vocabulary from the unit.
See p. 22.

01_ CB_L04GLB_8 83_U01.indd 11

24/02/2011 1 :00

Read and write.

SA

24

M

KEY am/is/are: beautiful, tall, good-looking
have/has got: straight hair, long hair, spiky hair,
blue eyes

• Give pupils a minute to silently choose a favourite
person from home or teacher.

• Pairs talk to each other about the person they have
chosen.

• Give pupils time to write about their favourite person.
• Ask one or two volunteers to read what they have
written to the class.

Self-evaluation

• Explain to pupils (L1) that to be a good learner it’s

•

very important to reflect upon what they have
studied. They will learn what they need to work
harder at, and what they should congratulate
themselves on.
Explain what each smiley means in this context. Give
pupils time to read and tick the appropriate boxes.

Evaluation
You can check your pupils’ progress using Evaluation
worksheet 1. See also teacher’s notes p. 168.
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1

Lesson 8

2

Wider World

Lesson aims
To learn about other cultures and respect cultural
differences; to learn about families in other countries

1

Recycled language
and, but, because, Family, Character. We’ve got …
He’s …

1:1

Look. re the families bi or small?
Listen and check.

1

Materials
Audio CD; Consolidation and extension worksheet (1)
Optional materials
world map

Starting the lesson
2

mum, my dad and my brother. Pre-teach husband, e.g.
(Name) lives with his mother and her husband.
Pre-teach argue, dirty, help, practice, washing
machine by miming or drawing.

family big or small?
Play CD1:19 for pupils to listen and check.

SA

M

KEY 1 Family 1 is very big 2 Family 2 is quite big.
3 Family 3 is small.
20

Read, look and match.

• Ask the class Have you got a blog? What do you
write about?

• If you have a world map, ask a volunteer to point out
the USA, China and Britain.

• Give pupils time to read the blogs and match them
•

with the correct photos. (Note: the blogs are the same
as the listening texts in PB Activity 19.)
After checking the answers, ask pupils if they are
surprised by any of the information. Ask (L1) which
family is the most similar to theirs.

KEY a 2, b 3, c 1

b

itain

bo
lot o amilies he e in hina ha e
got only one chil . y ien s an
ha en t got b othe s o siste s b t e
a en t sa . othe s an siste s can
be bossy! e can o hat e ant.
e e got a goo li e an
e e
got e y goo
ien s. li e ith my
m m an
a an my g anny an
g an a . t s n beca se my g anny
plays games ith me. lo e my
small amily.
ang

hina

E

yle

PL

•

bo

U

Look. Are the families big or small?
Listen and check.

• Give pupils time to look at the pairs of photos.
• Pointing to each photo in turn, ask the class Is the

e

n itain e e got a lot o i e ent
amilies some a e big an some a e
ite big no . y
small. y amily is
m m has got a ne h sban an he s
g eat. e s e y cle e an he helps
me ith my home o . e s got
e got t o
t o sons so no
b othe s. e play ootball togethe
ay. e a g e b t a te
e e y Sat
! hey e my
e min tes it s all
ien s.
b othe s an my goo

PB pages 10–11
19

ead, look and match.

N

•

a

IT

• Volunteers say who they live with, e.g. I live with my

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 10

21

10/0 /2011 13:3

Read again and say. True or false?

• Tell pupils to read the statements first. You could ask
•
•

different pupils to read them aloud.
Tell pupils to underline the relevant information as
they read the blogs.
Pupils do the activity in pairs. When checking, ask
pupils to correct the false sentences.

KEY 1 true, 2 true, 3 false (Lang plays games with
her granny.) 4 false (Some are small and some are
big.) 5 true
22

Ask and answer.

• Do this speaking activity with the class.
• Develop the discussion. Ask (L1) how many brothers

and sisters pupils think is normal in their country. Ask
Is it usual to live with your grandparents and aunts/
uncles? Encourage pupils to speak in English where
possible.

48
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Guessing game
Pupil A asks What does he/she look like? Pupil B
describes someone in the photos on pages 10 and
11, e.g. He’s got short brown hair. He’s wearing a blue
T-shirt and he’s sitting on a football. Pupil A responds:
I think it’s the boy on the right of the fourth photo.
Dictionary work
Ask pupils to underline the new words in PB Activity
20 and check them in a dictionary.

3

21

ead a ain and say. True or false?
1

a es likes his big fa ily
Lang is happy
Lang plays ga es ith her sisters
In Britain all fa ilies are s all
yle likes his ne brothers

NOTES
22

y ien s ha e small amilies b t
e got a m m an
a si siste s
an nine b othe s. he big chil en
help the small chil en. y siste
ill is se enteen an she helps
me ith my home o an m sic
p actice. She s bossy b t she s
nice too.
ho se is big. e e got a e y
big itchen an the e a e o
bath ooms in the ho se. e e got
th ee ashing machines o all the
i ty clothes. ig amilies a e g eat!
the

N

Think and write.
Good
Bad
no brothers
Small family more time
with parents or sisters to
play with
Big family

S

a

, ut, ecause, a ily, Character

01_ODSI_PUB_L04GLB_8851_U01.indd 11

e’ e got… He’s…

U

ames

o big is your fa ily
Are fa ilies in your country big
or s all

IT

1

bo

E

me

sk and answer.

PL

c

10/0 /2011 13:3

Your turn! Think and write.

•

bad about having a big/small family.
Pupils complete the table in Your turn! They compare
their ideas with a friend.
Volunteers share their ideas with the class.

SA

•

M

• Ask pupils to tell you one or two things that are good/

Consolidation and extension worksheet 1

Pupils complete the Consolidation and extension
activities on worksheet (1). See also teacher’s notes
p. 196.

Ending the lesson

• Ask pupils if they think it’s best to have a big or a
small family. Why? Take a class vote.
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